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Abstract 
Systematic investigations were carried out to understand the general nature of 
dynamic failure mechanisms in layered materials and structures such as composite and 
sandwich structures, thin films, layered armors and layered rock. A series of impact 
experiments on model-layered specimens were conducted using high-speed photography 
and dynamic photoelasticity. 
For the first time, the sequence and interaction of two major dynamic failure 
modes in layered materials-inter-Iayer cracking and intra-layer cracking were revealed 
in real time. For heterogeneous three-layer systems, shear-dominated inter-layer cracking 
was always the first failure event for specimens subjected to low-speed impact. Inter-
layer cracking generally nucleated from interfacial locations where the inter-layer shear 
stress acquired a local maximum. Depending on impact speed and bond strength 
characteristics, inter-layer cracks were very transient and often became intersonic even 
under moderate impact speeds. Intra-layer cracking always initiated after the 
development of inter-layer cracks as a result of inter-layer crack kinking into the adjacent 
layer. The resulting intra-layer mode I cracks often accelerated and branched as they 
attained high speeds, causing core layer fragmentation. For homogenous-layered systems 
composed of bonded layers of Homalite, intra-layer cracks appeared in the form of cracks 
radiating from the impact site. As soon as these cracks approached an interface. inter-
layer cracks were often induced depending on the angle between the crack path and the 
interface. Direct experimental evidence of the dynamic equivalent of "Cook-Gordon 
mechanism" was recorded, i.e., two intersonic interfacial cracks nucleated and 
VI 
propagated along the interface before a fan of mode I incident cracks was ever able to 
reach the interface. Also, significant dependence of the failure characteristics on impact 
speeds and interfacial strengths was found. For the heterogeneous three-layer system 
subjected to a high impact speed, two clear shear shock waves associated with the 
intersonic inter-layer cracks were observed at the specimen center. Shock waves were 
also observed along the interface in heterogeneous three-layer systems featuring weak 
and ductile bonds. The impact momentum and loading duration were identified as two 
important parameters in damage spreading for a given impact energy. 
Motivated by the experimental observations of crack deflection/penetration at an 
interface, a novel wedge-loaded impact specimen was designed to explore the basic 
mechanics nature of this phenomenon. The deflection/penetration behavior of an in-
coming dynamic crack at an interface was found to depend on the interfacial angle and 
the interfacial fracture toughness. A dynamic fracture model, together with an energy 
criterion, were proposed and were found to agree reasonably well with the experimental 
observations. 
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Summary 
This doctoral dissertation consists of four chapters, each with its own abstract, 
introduction and conclusions. The overall scope of this work is to understand the basic 
features of dynamic failure in layered materials and structures. In order to simulate the 
general dynamic failure behavior in layered materials and structures such as composite 
and sandwich structures, thin films, layered armors and rock, a series of model 
configurations were designed and tested. Two extreme cases were considered to include 
many possible combinations of layered materials and structures. Figure 1 (a) represents 
specimens featuring highly mismatched material combinations (high differences in wave 
speeds), which is more characteristic of modern sandwich structures involving soft core 
and stiff faceplates. Figure 1 (b) represents the other extreme of a constitutively 
homogenous structure involving weak planes or interfaces, a situation more characteristic 
of layered geological structures. The dynamic response and failure characteristics of a 
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Figure l. (a) Illustrations of the heterogeneous three-layer specimens and 
(b) homogenous three-layer specimens 
The first chapter of this thesis deals with the investigation of basic failure modes 
in heterogeneous three-layer materials or model sandwich structures. Model sandwich 
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speCImens involving a compliant polymer core sandwiched between two metal layers 
were designed and subjected to low-speed impact to simulate failure evolution 
mechanisms in real sandwich structures. High-speed photography and dynamic 
photoelasticity were utilized to study the nature and sequence of such failure modcs. A 
series of complex failure modes was observed. In all cases, inter-layer (interfacial) 
cracks appeared first. These cracks were shear··dominated and were often intersonic even 
under moderate impact speeds. The transition from inter-layer crack growth to intra-layer 
crack formation was also observed. The shear inter-layer cracks kinked into the core 
layer, propagated as opening-dominated intra-layer cracks and eventually branched as 
they attained high enough growth speeds causing core fragmentation. 
After we identified the dominant fmlure modes in heterogeneous three-layer 
materials in a baseline case, we changed the external loading and internal material design 
(e.g., interfacial bond strengths) to explore their effects on the dynamic failure 
characteristics. The second chapter details these issues. Results show that high impact 
speeds led to high inter-layer crack speeds. For an inter-layer crack at the intermediate 
strength interface, the crack speed was slightly slower than that at the strong interfacc. 
However, for a crack at the weak but ductile interface, it initiated much later and had a 
very high speed at the first stage compared to a crack at the strong interface. Impact 
momentum and loading duration were identified as two important parameters in 
characterizing damage spreading for a given impact energy. 
As we move from heterogeneous-layered materials to homogenous-layered 
materials as shown in Figure l(b), failure characteristics were observed to be quite 
different. The third chapter describes experimental investigations on the generation and 
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the subsequent evolution of dynamic failure events in homogeneous-layered materials. 
Tested configurations included three-layer and two-layer Homalite specimens featuring 
different bond strengths. Here again high-speed photography and dynamic photoelasticity 
were utilized to study the nature, sequence and interaction of dynamic failure modes. In 
most cases, and at early stages of the impact event, intra-layer failure (or bulk matrix 
failure) appeared in the form of cracks radiating from the impact point. These cracks 
were opening-dominated and their speeds were less than the crack branching speeds of 
Homalite-lOO. Subsequent crack branching in several forms was also observed. Mixcd-
mode inter-layer cracking (or interfacial debonding) was induced when the intra-layer 
cracks approached the interface at a small incident angle (angle between the crack path 
and the interface). The dynamic interaction between inter-layer crack growth and intra-
layer crack formation (or the dynamic equivalent of so-called "Cook-Gordon 
Mechanism") was visualized for the first time. Interfacial strength played a significant 
role in impact damage spreading. Cracks arrested at weak bonds and the stress wave 
intensity was reduced dramatically by the use of a thin but ductile adhesive layer. 
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Figure 2. (a) A novel specimen for experimental studies on dynamic crack 
deflection and penetration at interfaces and (b) the illustration for modeling of 
this mechanics problem 
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Motivated by the observations of dynamic crack deflection and penetration at 
interfaces in homogeneous materials, a novel wedge-loaded specimen, shown in Figure 2, 
was designed to investigate the effects of interfacial angles and interfacial fracture 
toughnesses on the dynamic fracture behavior at an interface as described in the fourth 
chapter. A dynamic fracture mechanics model, together with an energy criterion, were 
proposed to predict the crack deflection or penetration at the interface. Results show that 
for a given incident mode I crack and a specific interfacial angle, if the interfacial 
bonding is weak, a dynamic crack is easily deflected at the interface. The resulting 
interfacial crack is mixed-mode and its speed is much higher than the incident mode I 
crack speed, For a given incident crack and an interfacial bond, if the interfacial angle is 
small enough, a dynamic crack always deflects and never penetrates the interface. 
The practical layered materials or structures generally consist of more than three 
layers. However, the two-layer system (illustrated in Figure 3 (a» and three-layer system 
are basic configurations. In this thesis, only the results of three-layer systems are 
included. The failure characteristics of two-layer systems are slightly different from the 
failure features of three-layer systems and will be published in an independent paper. 
Also, experimental studies on the layered systems with initial defects (shown in Figure 3 
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Figure 3. (a) Illustration of the two-layer system and (b) layered systems 




Impact Failure Characteristics in Sandwich Structures; 
Part I: Basic Failure Mode Selection 
Abstract 
In the present work we present a systematic experimental investigation of the generation 
and subsequent evolution of dynamic failure modes in sandwich structures subjected to 
low-speed impact. Model sandwich specimens involving a compliant polymer core 
sandwiched between two metal layers were designed and subjected to impact loading to 
simulate failure evolution mechanisms in real sandwich structures. High-speed 
photography and dynamic photoelasticity were utilized to study the nature and sequence 
of such failure modes. A series of complex failure modes was documented. In all cases. 
inter-layer (interfacial) cracks appeared first. These cracks were shear-dominated and 
were often intersonic even under moderate impact speeds. The transition from inter-layer 
crack growth to intra-layer crack formation was also observed. The shear inter-layer 
cracks kinked into the core layer, propagated as opening-dominated intra-layer cracks and 
eventually branched as they attained high enough growth speeds causmg core 
fragmentation. 
1-1. Introduction 
Layered materials and sandwich structures have diverse and technologically 
interesting applications in many areas of engineering. These include the increased use of 
composite laminates in aerospace and automotive engineering; the introduction of layered 
concrete pavements in civil engineering; the use of thin films and layered structures in 
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micro-electronic components, and very recently, the introduction of sandwich structures 
in a variety of naval engineering applications [1-3]. In an entirely different length scale 
such materials and structures are also found in the natural layered rock structure of 
earth's crust. While failure characteristics of layered materials and sandwich structures 
subjected to static loading have been investigated extensively in the past years. their 
dynamic counterparts have remained elusive [1-7]. Indeed, the presence of highl y 
complex and transient dynamic failure modes in such materials and the inaccessibility or 
internal damage to real-time scruting have resulted in experimental studies limited to only 
the final impact damage characteristics of failure and to measurement of post-mortem 
residual strengths [4-7]. To begin addressing the need for real-time observations of 
failure events, the work presented here focuses on the study of such events in model 
sandwich structures, and in particular, on the identification of their nature, chronological 
evolution and interaction. 
To identify the evolution of failure modes for different loading regimes, it IS 
convenient to first classify these modes based on the material constitutions of 
layered/reinforced structures. As shown schematically in Figure 1, there are two major 
categories of failure observed in post-mortem studies. The first major failure category is 
decohesion (or cracking) between bonded layers at an interface. This is often referred to 
as delamination in composite laminates or interfacial debonding in thin films or sandwich 
structures. It is also called inter-layer failure. Generally, two distinct inter-layer failure 
modes are observed. The first one involves opening-dominated inter-layer cracking or 
"delamination buckling" [8-10]. The second one involves shear-dominated inter-layer 
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cracks or "shear delaminations," and often occurs in layered materials subjected to out-
of-plane impact [11-13]. 
The second major category is referred to as intra-layer failure. There are three 
possible intra-layer failure modes depending on the material constitution. The first one is 
called intra-layer cracking or matrix cracking. This type of cracking often occurs inside 
the matrix of fiber-reinforced composites or within the soft core of sandwich structures 
[14-15]. It is also found in the form of tunneling cracks in thin film/substrate structures 
[1,16]. Another possible intra-layer failure is the failure of reinforcements such as fiber 
breakage and fiber kinking within a layer [17-18]. The fifth possible intra-layer failure 
mode is interfacial debonding between the matrix material and the reinforcement [19] 
such as debonding between particle/fiber and matrix occurring within a constituent layer. 
As stated earlier, for most layered materials, the presence of such highly complicated 
dynamic failure modes and the inaccessibility of internal damage to direct observation 
explain the fact that only the final impact damage characteristics of such structures are 
usually discussed in the open literature. Indeed, the sequence, nature and interaction of 
such failure process were never properly clarified. Notable exception to this rule is the 
early studies of Takeda et al. [20], who observed the evolution and sequence of matrix 
cracks and delamination failure in glass fiber composite laminates under ballistic impact. 
However, the equivalent situation involving low or intermediate-speed impact loading 
has yet to be investigated. 
In the recently emerging field of soft core, sandwich structures, the first studies of 
failure mechanisms have again concentrated on static loading conditions. The work of 
Carlsson and his research group is pioneering in this aspect [21]. In perhaps the first 
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attempt to visualize impact failure in a real sandwich structure used in Naval applications. 
Samenski and Rosakis tested thin sections of such plate structures composed of PVC 
foam cores, sandwiched between E-glass faceplates [22]. The sections were subjected to 
direct impact through a steel projectile traveling at a speed of 56 mls. A pulsed laser was 
used to illuminate the specimens from the back side and a high-speed camera recorded 
the deformation and failure events. A sequence of photographs corresponding to this 
process is shown in Figure 2 together with the post-mortem picture of the recorded 
specimen. As evident from the post-mortem picture, there are, at least, two types of' 
failure present. Inter-layer failure demonstrates itself in the form of delamination between 
the face plates and the foam core at the vicinity of the impact site and free edges. On the 
opposite side, delamination is evident only on the top and on the bottom part of the 
specimen (away from the specimen center line). Intra-layer failure in the form of mode I. 
opening cracks in the soft core is also observed forming a highly symmetric pattern. 
Because the core is opaque, the high-speed pictures shown below are of limited usc. 
What they show, however, is the emergence and propagation of the opening intra-layer 
(matrix) cracks inside the foam core. Indeed, these cracks seem to originate at the fiber 
glass/PVC interface opposite to the side of impact, and to symmetrically propagate 
towards the impact point. These cracks originate at the same location where the fiberglass 
/pve delamination terminates. However, the time sequence and interaction between such 
inter-layer delaminations and the visible intra-layer, opening cracks in the core are not 
obvious. Indeed, the backlit real-time photographs do not show any evidence of 
interfacial delamination within the time window of observation. As we will show later. 
this observation is misleading and is due to the fact that inter-layer fractures are typically 
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shear-dominated. As such they do not allow for light to go through during the recording 
event because the shear crack faces remain in contact at the early stages of this process. 
The inability of back-lit photography to visualize the failure process completely. 
motivates the use of partially transparent model sandwich systems which allow the use of 
full field optical techniques capable of capturing the nucleation and growth of both 
opening and shear-dominated cracks and their transition from one mode to the other. For 
many complex engineering problems, model experiments may prove extremely useful as 
intermediate steps, which reveal the basic physics of the problem and provide relatively 
straightforward explanations of the failure patterns observed in post-mortem 
observations. A striking example of this approach was provided by Riley and Dally [23]. 
who designed a model metal/polymer layered system subjected to dynamic loading. 
Their model configuration was designed to simulate stress waves in layered structures. A 
similarly successful approach was adopted by Walter and Ravichandran [24]. who 
designed a model aluminumlPMMAIaluminum specimen to simulate and visualize the 
static debonding and matrix cracking process in cemamic matrix composites. 
In our experiments, we also adopt the same idea and introduce an appropriate 
intermediate model configuration. In order to simulate the difficult three-dimensional 
problem of the out-of-plane impact of real sandwich structures and to simultaneously 
preserve the essence of the failure phenomena involved, we introduce a two-dimensional. 
plane stress specimen, which represents a cross-sectional cut of the layered material as 
illustrated in Figure 3. For this type of model specimen, the failure process is easy to 
record, visualize and analyze. It is noted that although the exact impact mechanics 
involved in two configurations is not identical (the real case is three-dimensional while 
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the model specImen is closer to a plane stress state), the mechanisms of stress wave 
propagation and failure progression of the real and the model layered materials are quite 
analogous. In designing these model two-dimensional sandwich specimens, it is 
important to select model materials whose elastic mismatch is similar to that of materials 
used in real engineering applications (in our case PVC/composites). Selecting similar 
Dundurs' parameters [1] may ensure similarity of the elasto-static response for the 
interfacial mechanics problem. Meanwhile, selecting model material combinations with 
similar ratios of wave speeds of two constitution materials to the real structure is perhaps 
the most important consideration in the dynamic case, where timing of events and stress 
intensity are governed by the constituent material wave speeds. Also, the ratio of inter-
layer and intra-layer strengths (or fracture toughnesses) is important. These three issues 
provide sets of similarity rules to connect the real structures to our models tests. 
As schematically shown in Figure 3, matrix cracks and delamination are the two 
major impact failure modes in sandwich structures and composite laminates [4-5]. At 
some intersection points, matrix cracks and delamination are connected as also seen in 
the post-impact picture of Figure 2. One frequently asked question in the literature is 
whether the matrix cracks lead to the delamination or the delamination happens first and 
subsequently kinks into the adjacent layer inducing the matrix crack. This is a typical 
problem of sequence and failure mode transition identification. In addition to these basic 
failure modes and the terminology discussed above, there is also further specialized 
classification common in the literature [4]. Indeed, there are other types of matrix crack:-. 
called "bending matrix cracks," which are cracks that are straight and normal to the 
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interface while matrix cracks inclined to the interface often carry the misnomer of "shear 
matrix cracks." So the nature of matrix cracks needs to be investigated. 
Since the nature and origin of such failure mechanisms can only be theorized by 
post-mortem observations, the necessity of full-field real-time, high-speed measurements 
becomes obvious. To this effect, the objectives of the current work are to conduct 
systematic experimental studies of the time evolution and nature of different dynamic 
failure modes and to investigate their interactions. Through these model experiments. we 
try to identify the basic physical phenomena, and to provide guidance for theoretical 
models and much needed, real-time, validation of numerical codes. To make this 
comparison more meaningful, we choose model material combinations that have the 
ratios of wave speeds very close to those used in real sandwich structures. Their 
properties are discussed in the following section. 
1-2. Experimental procedure 
1-2.1 Materials and specimens 
Two kinds of materials were used in the experiments described below. A 4340-
carbon steel was employed to simulate the stiff and strong fiberglass faceplates of 
sandwich structures. The polymeric material, which was used to simulate the weak core 
layer, such as the PVC foam core or balsa wood in sandwich structures or the 90° plies in 
cross-ply laminates, is Homalite-lOO. Some physical properties of these model materials 
are listed in Table 1. The adhesive used to bond the metal/polymer interface is Weldon-
10. The detailed properties of this adhesive and the effect of interfacial strength variation 
on dynamic failure mode selection are reported in part II of this investigation [25]. 
I-S 
The shear wave speed is an important parameter in this investigation. The shear 
wave speed ratio for the core and faceplate is 3.2 for typical E-glass/PVC sandwich 
structures of the type that have recently been used in construction of full-scale composite 
ships [3] (e.g., the Swedish "Visby" class corvettes). Details on the complete set of 
physical and constitutive properties for E-glass composite materials have recently been 
discussed by Oguni et al. [IS]. For comparison, the same shear wave speed ratio, for the 
idealized steel/Homalite model sandwiches, is about 2.7 based on the data from Table I. 
Although the absolute values of these constituent properties are very different in the 
"idealized" versus the "real" solids, the idealized material combinations have been 
chosen in such a way as to have a shear wave speed ratio that is very similar to its real 
sandwich counterparts. 
As shown in Figure 4, three different types of model sandwich specimen 
geometries were designed and tested. Type A specimens have equal layer widths and 
involve two different materials. They contain two metal layers with one polymer layer 
sandwiched between them. Type B specimens involve two thin metal layers (faceplates) 
and one polymer layer. This type of specimens is quite similar in geometry (ratio of core 
to face plate thickness) to realistic sandwich plates used in engineering applications. The 
only difference between type C and type B specimens is their lengths. Type C specimens 
are twice as long as type B specimens. The purpose of type C specimens is to explore the 
impact failure patterns with least edge effect present in the time scale of the failure 
process. All three types of specimens have the same out-of-plane thickness of 6.35mm 
(0.25 inch). 
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1-2.2 Experimental setup 
The majority of experiments in this investigation were performed using dynamic 
photoelasticity. This classical method has recently found a lot of new applications such as 
study of the dynamic fracture processes in functionally gradient materials (FGMs) 
described by Parameswaran and Shukla [26]. The Coherent Gradient Sensing (CGS) 
method [27] was also used in a small number of cases. A schematic of the dynamic 
photoelasticity setup used here is given in Figure 5. Two circular polarizer sheets were 
placed on either side of the specimen. An 1nnova Sabre argon-ion pulsed laser was used 
as the light source. The coherent, monochromatic, plane polarized light output was 
collimated to a circular beam of 100 mm in diameter. The laser beam was transmitted 
through the specimen and the resulting fringe pattern was recorded by the high-speed 
camera. A Cordin model 330A rotating-mirror type high-speed film camera was used to 
record the images. During the impact test, a projectile was fired by the gas gun and 
impacted the specimen center. The generation of isochromatic fringe patterns is governed 
by the stress-optic law. For the case of monochromatic light, the condition for the 
formation of fringes can be expressed as [28]: 
~ ~ NJa () -() =--
I 2 h 
where 0'1 - 0'2 is the principal stress difference of the thickness averaged stress tensor. 
Ja is the material fringe value, N is the isochromatic fringe order and h is the half 
specimen thickness. The isochromatic fringe patterns observed are proportional to 
contours of constant maximum in-plane shear stress, T
ma
, = CO-I - o-c) / 2. 
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I -3. Results and discussion 
1-3.1 Failure process in type A specimens (with equal layer widths and a short 
length) 
The diameter of the laser beam used in this investigation was 100 mm: however. 
the maximum length of the zone that had to be investigated was 254 mm long. In order to 
observe all possible dynamic failure modes present in each case, the field of view had to 
be moved from one location to another for each specimen configuration under the same 
impact condition. Figure 6 presents a series of photoelastic images of the Homalite core 
layer of a type A specimen. In all these experiments, the projectile impacted the center of 
the bottom metal layer. The dark circular spot at the upper right corner is a scaling mark 
(diameter 6.35 mm) bonded on the specimen. The thin horizontal dark line, seen around 
the center of every image, is the streak line of the camera. This line provides a stationary 
reference when the whole specimen moves during the impact process. At first, the field of 
view was centered on the middle of the specimen because it was close to the impact 
position and failure was expected to initiate from this zone. As shown in Figure 6 (b). 
about 158 f..ls after impact, two inter-layer cracks at the lower interface entered the field 
of view (from the right and left respectively) and propagated towards the specimen 
center. Before that time, there was no visible damage within the field of view. Later on 
(around 182 f..ls), the two inter-layer cracks, identified by the moving concentration or 
fringes at their tips, are seen to meet each other in Figure 6 Cd). Similar to shcar-
dominated interfacial cracks in bimaterials [27,29-30], those inter-layer cracks are also 
shear-dominated. Because the Homalite and steel layers are still in contact up to that 
time, no visual evidence of decohesion is apparent in the images, although these cracks 
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have already broken the interface in a combination of compression and shear. After these 
two inter-layer cracks meet at the center, a bright gap between the Homalite and steel 
layers can be seen to appear in Figure 6 (e). Along this clearly opened interface and on 
the Homalite side, two Rayleigh surface waves are now seen to propagate, originating 
from the center and moving outwards, the specimen edges. The crack speed history for 
one of the two lower inter-layer cracks is plotted in Figure 7. The dynamic shear wave 
speed of Homalite-lOO (see Table 1) is also shown as a horizontal dashed line. This value 
has been obtained experimentally by the procedure outlined by Xu and Rosakis [31]. 
Within the resolution of our measurement, the interfacial (inter-layer) crack tip 
speed remains very close to the shear wave speed of the core material (Homalite-l 00) and 
exhibits temporary subsonic and intersonic fluctuations. This is a phenomenon very 
similar to the one reported by Lambros and Rosakis [29], who looked at the dynamic 
fracture behavior of metal/polymer bimaterial interfaces subjected to asymmetric impact 
loading. Indeed, for moderate impact speeds the interfacial cracks were seen to accelerate 
unstably to the shear wave speed of the polymer and to fluctuate above that value before 
more energy was provided to the system at which instant they became clearly intersonic. 
The dependence of this behavior on impact speed and bond strength was recently 
analyzed by Needleman and Rosakis [32] with very similar conclusions. In the present 
case, the inter-layer crack speeds are too close to the shear wave speed of Homalite-l 00 
to exhibit the clear shock wave structure characteristics of intersonic fracture. However. 
as the impact speed is increased, this structure will become clearly visible in the high-
speed impact experiments to be presented in Part-II of this work [25]. 
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Perhaps the most interesting conclusion deriving from the sequence shown in 
Figure 6 is the fact that delamination did not initiate in the interface directly above the 
impact point but did so outside our central field of view at two symmetric, off-axis. 
locations along the lower interface. In order to discover the location of crack nucleation. 
we must move our field of view off the specimen center to investigate the origins of these 
inter-layer cracks. To achieve this we first center our field of view to the middle between 
the specimen edge and the center, as shown in Figure 8 (a). The loading condition and 
geometry are intentionally kept identical. About 129 /-ls after impact, an inter-layer crack 
at the lower interface entered the field of view from the left and propagated towards the 
specimen center. This crack eventually met with its symmetric counterpart at the 
specimen center as shown in Figure 6. As explained earlier, the interface first broke in 
shear and afterwards separated to form a visible gap. A Rayleigh surface wave was then 
formed and propagated along the resulting free surface. The Rayleigh wave started from 
the specimen center and propagated towards the specimen edge as shown in Figure 8 (c). 
Meanwhile, as also shown in Figure 8 (c), another inter-layer crack appeared at the upper 
interface and also propagated towards the center. At a location close to the circular mark 
(dark dot), the upper inter-layer crack kinked into the Homalite core layer thus forming 
an intra-layer crack (matrix crack) as shown in Figure 8 (d). After a short period of 
acceleration, the kinked crack branched into a fan of cracks shown in Figure 8 (e). Crack 
branching as reported by previous researchers [33] often initiates when a crack in a 
homogeneous solid reaches high fractions of the shear wave speed, for example, 30-400/,: 
shear wave speed of Homalite-lOO. Based on this observation, we can conclude that the 
kinked intra-layer cracks (matrix cracks) occur after the formation of both (lower and 
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upper) inter-layer cracks (delamination cracks). These kinked cracks are of the purely 
mode-I type (opening mode) and are typical of all cracks in any homogeneous. isotropic 
solids. This phenomenon is indeed consistent with our early discussion of failure in real 
fiberglass/PVC sandwich structures presented in the introduction (see Figure 2). The 
photoelastic investigation merely confirms our earlier suspicion that shear-dominated 
delamination occurs first. It is only later followed by cracks kinking into the core layer 
from the side opposite to the impact point and moving towards the impact location. We 
suspect that this is also what happens in the fiber-reinforced composite laminates studied 
by Sun and Rechak [7]. Here again the cracks kinking to the central 90° layer arc 
opening-dominated rather than shear-dominated, although they are often referred to 
"shear matrix cracks" in the literature. Because fiber-reinforced composite materials 
show transversely isotropic mechanical properties [34], mode I opening cracks rather 
than mode II shear cracks occur in the 90° central layer. 
In order to conclusively identify the origins of the upper and lower inter-layer 
cracks, the field of view was once more moved to the specimen edge as shown in Figure 
9 (a). After impact at the specimen center, the stress waves in the bottom steel layer 
propagated towards the edge creating a visible head wave structure on the lower wave 
speed polymer side (see Figure 9 (b)). Right after the stress wave reached the free edge. 
due to the existence of a stress singularity at the bimaterial corner [35], an inter-layer 
crack initiated at the lower interface as seen in Figure 9 (c). This crack propagated 
towards the specimen center. After around 160 Ils, another inter-layer crack initiated at 
the upper interface also moving towards the center. This upper inter-layer crack soon 
kinked into the core layer and branched into a fan of multiple mode I intra-layer cracks. 
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This process is very consistent with the result of Figure 8 demonstrating the repeatability 
of this phenomenon. 
The speed history of two inter-layer crack tips is presented in Figure 10 (a). It is 
noticed that the inter-layer crack at the lower interface can reach intersonic speeds but the 
inter-layer crack at the upper interface is a purely subsonic crack. It is interesting to note 
that the crack speed of the lower inter-layer crack reached the Rayleigh wave speed of 
Homalite-l00 within 20 ~s after the crack initiation. However, the crack speed suddenly 
dropped to a very low value (close to zero) around 90 ~s after impact. Then, the crack 
speed again increased dramatically and fluctuated to intersonic and subsonic levels about 
the shear wave speed of Homalite-l 00. The maximum recorded crack tip speed was close 
to 12 C~ , where C~ is the shear wave speed of the Homalite core layer. The crack 
speed history is obtained by numerically differentiating the crack length history, shown in 
Figure 10 (b). Figure 11 shows the global trends of the lower inter-layer crack tip speed 
plotted as a function of position from the specimen free edge. Results from all three 
identical specimens subjected to the same impact conditions, discussed earlier, are 
collectively displayed in this Figure. In these experiments, the field of view varied from 
the specimen edge all the way to the specimen center. The crack tip speed seems to 
increase as the distance from the specimen edge increases; it then decelerates at about 30 
mm from the edge and then drastically accelerates to intersonic levels as the specimen 
centerline is approached, never exceeding 12 C H . The significance of the special speed 
s 
12 C H is discussed by Lambros and Rosakis [29]. 
s 
Based on experimental observations from your three different fields of view. the 
major dynamic failure modes and sequence in model three-layer materials can be 
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summarized in Figure 12. After the stress wave reaches the free edges, two shear-
dominated inter-layer cracks initiate and propagate towards the specimen center. These 
shear cracks separate the whole lower interface and a Rayleigh surface wave forms on the 
separated free surface. This wave splits into two and travels from the specimen center to 
the edges. At a later stage, inter-layer cracks also originate from the upper interface at 
the free edge and travel towards the specimen center. However, these upper inter-layer 
cracks soon kink into the core layer to form opening-dominated intra-layer cracks. Under 
certain circumstances (e.g., if the core material is very brittle), such kinked cracks may 
also branch into a fan of multiple branches fragmenting the core. The model experiments 
described here seem to capture the basic nature of the post-mortem impact failure modes 
observed in real sandwich structures. Indeed, the kinked matrix crack of the core layer of 
the glass fiber/foam core sandwich shown in Figure 12 (e) seems to follow the same 
initiation and propagation process as the kinked intra-layer crack in the model three-layer 
specimens schematically shown in Figure 12 (d). Actually, the so-termed "shear matrix 
cracks" or "shear core cracks" discussed in post-mortem studies of failure in composite 
or sandwich structures [4,36-37] are instead opening-dominated, as clearly seen hy the 
optical patterns of Figures 8 (e) and 9 (f) and, as such, they are inappropriately named. 
1-3.2 Failure process in type B specimens (short sandwich style specimens) 
Figure 13 shows a photoelasticity sequence of photographs corresponding to a 
type B specimen with thin metal layers. This type of specimen is quite similar to a real 
sandwich structure in terms of the thickness ratio of the faceplate to core. The field of 
view on the specimen edge is shown in Figure 13 (a). The failure process in this type of 
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specimens is quite similar to the process observed in type A specimens, summarized in 
the previous section. The failure mode occurring first is still the inter-layer crack at the 
lower interface. However, when the impact speed is lower (here is 10mls compared to 
33m1s in the previous case), this inter-layer crack initiates very late as shown in Figure 13 
(c). The crack tip speed history of the inter-layer crack is shown in Figure 13 (e) as a 
function of time. The crack initiates at a high subsonic speed at around 600 m/s and 
accelerates monotonically to a value close to the Rayleigh wave speed of Homalite-I 00. 
In part II of this investigation [25], we briefly study the effects of impact speed and 
interfacial bond strength on the speed of such inter-layer cracks. 
1-3.3 Failure process in type C specimens (long sandwich style specimens) 
In types A and B specimens, inter-layer cracks always initiated from the specimen 
free edges due to the stress concentration at such locations. In order to study the impact 
damage modes and failure sequence in either very large structures or ones that are 
clamped along the edges, our model specimens featured long specimens. These 
specimens were long enough such that any damage from the edges, such as inter-layer 
cracks induced by the edge effect, arrived in the area of observation long after the local 
damage sequence had been completed near the impact point. To study this effect. we 
tested long sandwich style specimens of type C (see Figure 14). As shown in Figure 14 
(d), at 79 J.ls after impact, an inter-layer crack tip is seen at the lower interface (fringe 
concentration within the dashed circle). This crack is similar in nature to our previously 
observed inter-layer fractures but has not originated at the specimen free edge, which for 
type C specimens is far away from our field of view. Indeed, if this crack originated frolll 
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the specimen free edge, it would take at least 150 Ils to enter the field of view. Closer 
scrutiny reveals that this crack originates from a much closer location to the impact point. 
This location is marked here by the circle in Figure 14 (c) within which a concentration 
of photoeiastic fringes points to the concentration of shear stresses that is responsible for 
its nucleation. Indeed the crack nucleates at a location where the inter-layer shear stress 
reaches a local maximum, whose value equals the shear strength of the bond. To 
rationalize this, one should consider the symmetry of our impact configuration and recall 
the strong wave speed mismatch between the lower faceplate and the core material. The 
shear stress component 0"12 at the specimen centerline will always vanish because of this 
symmetry but is expected to anti-symmetrically increase away from the centerline as 
compressive waves begin to spread along the steel faceplate. A simple wave diagram 
showing the creation of intense shearing along the lower interface because of the wave 
speed mismatch is shown in Figure 15. The diagram clearly shows that as points PI and 
P2 move symmetrically away from the centerline, they load it in a combination o/" 
compression and shear. This combination is what is needed to generate the intersonic 
shear-dominated inter-layer cracks that are consistently observed throughout this work 
and are similar to the original bimaterial studies of Lambros and Rosakis [291. 
subsequently analyzed by Needleman and Rosakis [32]. If the impact speed is high 
enough, or the specimen is long enough, there would be a time when the shear stresses at 
PI and P2 will reach a critical level, high enough to nucleate two inter-layer cracks before 
either PI or P2 reach the specimen edges. If on the other hand, the impact speed (and thus 
the magnitude of the induced interfacial shear) is not very high, then shear delamination 
would not occur until PI and P2 reach the edges where the shear stresses will be amplified 
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by the edge singularity to cause delamination. It is this later case which dominated the 
failure behavior in the "short" type A and B specimens. The hypothesis presented above 
is indeed consistent with the previous finite element analyses of composite laminates 
subjected to out-of-plane impact [7,12], where two clear peak values (same magnitude) of 
the interlaminar shear stress were shown to symmetrically move away from the impact 
site (i.e., the specimen center, where the interlaminar shear stress is zero according to 
geometrical symmetry). Of course, the amplitude of these peaks depends strongly on the 
impact speed and on the stress wave mismatch between faceplates and core materials. As 
a result of these observations, the scenario that seems to be emerging is as follows: shear-
dominated cracks are generated at two points to the right and left of the center linc and 
more backwards towards the impact point. A series of photographs confirming the 
existence of an inter-layer crack coming from the right-hand side of the impact point is 
shown in Figure 14. Indeed Figure 14 (c) corresponds to the nucleation of this crack 
while Figures 14 (d) (e) and (f) confirm its high-speed motion towards the impact site. As 
this inter-layer crack and its symmetric companion from the left meet above the impact 
point, they create a central shear delamination between the core and the bottom faceplate. 
The speed of this crack is very high as evident from the shear shock wave that appears as 
a dark inclined line radiating from its moving tip (Figures 14 (e) and (f)). This is 
confirmed by the crack length and speed histories shown in Figure 16. 
Figure 17 corresponds to another impact experiment which featured the same load 
condition as shown in Figure 14. The end point of the central delamination described 
above is denoted by A. Figure 18 shows the variations of the inter-layer shear and normal 
stress at the interface of this model sandwich specimen simulated by Yu et al. [38]. As 
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shown in Figure 18, the inter-layer normal stresses near the impact point are compressive 
while the inter-layer shear stresses exhibit two clear peak values (same magnitude) 
moving symmetrically away from the centerline. Point A in Figure 17 is corresponding 
to the old location of the maximum inter-layer shear stress. This point can now acts as a 
stress concentration from which further damage (to the core as well as to the rest of the 
interface) will subsequently evolve. Indeed as seen in Figure 17, intra-layer cracks now 
are generated and propagated into the core (along AC), also accompanied by a new inter-
layer debond (along AB) also originating at point A. The high-speed snapshot that 
appears in the same photograph confirms this scenario. Figure 19 summarizes the 
proposed failure evolution sequence for the long sandwich style specimens described 
above. One point that should be made clear here is that following the formation of the 
central (shear) delamination, the choice of the inclination angle ~ and the possibility of 
further delamination along the bottom interface depend on the impact speed and on the 
relative values of the matrix material and interfacial bond strengths. The same is true for 
the exact locations of points A and B. However, we expect that if impact speeds are high 
enough to promote this localized failure mode, the general features described here will 
continue appearing even as the projectile speed increases further. An extension of the 
present work concentrating on the effect of bond strengths and impact speeds on dynamic 
failure is presented in Part II of this investigation. For the initiation of intra-layer cracks 
(matrix cracks), previous researchers theorized that such cracks initiated from the center 
of the weak layer and propagated toward adjacent interfaces to lead to inter-layer cracks 
or delaminations [7,12,39]. However, no real-time experimental evidence was ever 
observed to support such a scenario. Here, we clearly show that the intra-layer cracks 
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always initiate at the interfaces immediately following the shear-dominated delamination 
fracture, which kinks into the core layer resulting in intra-layer core cracking. 
1-4. Conclusions 
In all cases described in this paper, inter-layer crack growth (delamination) is the 
dominant dynamic failure mode for layered materials and sandwich structures. These 
cracks appear to be shear-dominated and proceed with intersonic speeds. Intra-layer 
cracking always occurs soon after some amount of inter-layer delamination has already 
happened and proceeds through the spreading and branching of local mode I cracks into 
the core layer. Intra-layer or core cracking often initiates at the interface as a result of 
inter-layer crack kinking into the core. If the speed of the kinked intra-layer crack reaches 
a critical value, multiple crack branching may also occur inside the core layer. If free 
edge effects at the bimaterial corners are eliminated, the failure sequence is slightly 
modified. Specifically, the inter-layer cracks initiate from positions where the inter-layer 
shear stress reaches a local maximum equal to the shear strength of the bond. These 
cracks create a local shear driven delamination directly above the point of impact. Intra-
layer cracks following this process also kink from these positions into the sandwich core. 
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Table 1. Material properties used in model experiments 
Homalite 100 
I Steell 
Property 4340 , 
static Dynamic* Static 
I Young's Modulus E 
3.9 5.3 . 208 
(GPA) 
Poisson's Ratio v '0.35 0.35 ~ Dilatational wave speed 1890 2119 
Cl (m/s) (plane stress) 
. 5500 . 
I 
Shear wave speed Cs 1080 1208 3320 
(m/s) 
Rayleigh wave speed Cr 1010 1110 1295~ (m/s) 
Density p (kg/m') 1230 1230 .~ i 
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Figure 2. A series of back lit photos showing the dynamic failure process for a fiberglass face 











Figure 3. Model layered specimens are idealized cross sections of real 






Figure 4. Model specimens simulating sandwich structures 
(shaded layers-metals; transparent layers---polymers) 
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Figure 5. Schematic of the dynamic photoelasticity setup 









Figure 6. Early stages of the failure process of a three-layer specimen with equal layer 
widths. The central field of view reveals the early occurrence of shear-dominated 
delamination at the lower interface. At later times (Figures e), the debonding becomes 
clearly visible at the lower interface. 
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Figure 7. Crack speed history of one of the two inter-layer cracks at the lower interface 
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Figure 8. Dynamic failure modes and sequence in a layered specimen from 
a different field of view. Following interfacial delamination at the lower 
then the upper interfaces, cracks kink into the core layer to form intra-layer 
damage. 
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Figure 9. An edge view of damage evolution. Inter-layer delaminations are 
shown to form at the intersection of, first lower, and then upper interfaces with 
the specimen edge. A fan of kinked intra-layer cracks branches into the core 
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Figure 10. Crack speed history (a) of two inter-layer cracks and crack length (b) 
history of the lower inter-layer crack. Cs and CR are the shear wave and 
Rayleigh wave speeds of the Homalite-100. 
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Figure 11. Crack speed distribution as a function of distance from the specimen 
edge. Results from three experiments under the same conditions are shown. 
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Figure 12. Conceptual summary of typical failure modes and sequence in a short 
three-layer specimen with equal layer widths. Figure (e) is a comparison with a post-
impact picture of a real sandwich specimen. 
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Figure 13. Inter-layer crack initiation and propagation at the lower interface 
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Figure 14. Nucleation of an intersonic inter-layer crack at the vicinity of the 










Figure 15. Wave diagram (b) and picture demonstrating the mechanism of 
compression/shear loading of the lower interface of a sandwich structure 
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Figure 17. Local view of the post-mortem damage in a long sandwich-style 
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Figure 18. Variations of inter-layer normal and shear stress along the 












Figure 19. Failure sequence observed in long sandwich-style specimens with minimal edge effects. 
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Chapter II 
Impact Failure Characteristics in Sandwich Structures; 
Part II: Effects of Impact Speed and Interfacial Strength 
Abstract 
In this paper, we describe the second part of an experimental investigation 
concentrating on the study of the effects of impact speed and interfacial bond strength on 
the dynamic failure of model sandwich structures. Results show that even small 
variations in impact speed and bond strength substantially influence the initiation 
behavior of delamination (location and nucleation time) and lead to substantially different 
inter-layer crack speed histories. These changes in inter-layer failure history influence the 
timing, sequence and final extent of subsequent intra-layer damage within the sandwich 
structures. 
II -1. Introduction 
In Part I of this investigation, we have presented and discussed the basic nature 
and sequence of failure modes in simple layered materials and sandwich structures [1 J. 
Results show, that although the dominant failure mechanisms remain unchanged, their 
sequence and interaction may be strong functions of specimen geometry. Indeed, inter-
layer cracking followed by intra-layer cracking remain the two major mechanisms of 
dynamic failure. One of the major conclusions of Part I of this study is that shear-
dominated inter-layer (or interfacial) cracks are the ones that initiate first and that such 
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cracks grow very dynamically, their speeds and shear nature being enhanced by the large 
wave mismatch between the core and the faceplates. It is the kinking of these cracks into 
the sandwich core that triggers the complex mechanism of intra-layer failure. lt is perhaps 
intuitively expected that the bond strength between the faceplates and the core as well as 
the magnitude of the impact pulse will influence the growth characteristics (initiation 
time and speed) of the interfacial fractures and thus will influence the subsequent failure 
history. 
In the past years, dynamic interfacial failure in simple metal/polymer systems has 
received considerable attention because of its unique characteristics [2-4]. Early studies 
revealed that dynamic interfacial cracks are shear-dominated, are often intersonic and 
they seem to propagate stably and at discreet speeds that are dictated by multiples of the 
shear wave speed of the slower wave speed constituent of the bimaterial (e.g .. Cs). 
Samudrala and Rosakis [5], Needleman and Rosakis [6] also showed that if the interfacial 
bond strength is changed, the initiation, transition and final choice of stable propagation 
speeds of interfacial cracks are also dramatically altered. Meanwhile, if the external 
loading is changed, i.e., the impact speed or pulse duration is altered, significant 
interfacial crack speed variations were also observed [5]. In a recent paper on the impact 
of laminated and assembled composite plates, Liu et al. [7] showed that the interface 
bond strength plays an important role in determining impact resistance. 
Based on these preliminary results of the effects of impact speed and interfacial 
strength on interfacial cracks in simple systems, we try to understand the influence of 
these important parameters on the impact failure in more complex layered materials and 
sandwich structures. The major objective of this investigation is to study the effects of 
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different interfacial strengths, impact speeds and projectile lengths (hence impact 
momentum and energy) on inter-layer crack initiation and propagation and on the 
subsequent transition to intra-layer core damage. 
11-2. Description of experiments 
A gas gun impact set up, along with the high-speed photography and photoelasticity 
arrangements described in Part I of this study, were employed to investigate the dynamic 
failure phenomenon [1]. In order to compare different impact speeds and interfacial 
strengths, one baseline specimen geometry is chosen, i.e., the short three-layer specimen 
with equal layer widths (type A specimens in Part I) with two Weldon-lO strong bonds. 
The baseline impact speed with which the results of this work will be compared to is 33 
mls. This impact situation was extensively discussed in Part I of this study. The 
specimen, whose length, total width and thickness are 254 mm, 114 mm and 6 mm 
respectively, is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). The material constitution is steel/Homalite/steel 
and hence dynamic photoelasticity is employed. The details of experimental 
arrangements were reported in early work by the same authors [1]. A limited number of 
experiments using a sandwich style geometry (type B specimens of Part I) were also 
tested. The goal of these experiments was to study the effect of impact momentum. 
11-3. Results and discussion 
11-3.1 Effect of impact speeds 
In Part I of this study, we investigated the nature and sequence of failure 
mechanisms in relation to model sandwich specimens of the above described geometry 
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and for an impact speed of 33 mls. This impact speed situation will be taken as the 
baseline for our comparisons. Figure 1 describes an experiment of the same geometry 
that corresponds to an impact speed is 45 mls. The field of view is the specimen edge. 
After impact at the specimen center, the dilatational stress wave propagated 
towards the edge. Right after the stress wave reached the free edge (due to the existence 
of stress singularity at the bimaterial corner [8-9]), an inter-layer crack initiated at the 
lower interface at around 34 /..ls as seen in Figure I (b). This happened at approximately 
the same time as in the baseline specimen. This interfacial crack propagated dynamically 
towards the specimen center. After approximately 148 /..ls, another inter-layer crack 
initiated at the upper interface as shown in Figure 1 (c). Compared to a crack initiation 
time of 160 /..ls for the baseline specimen, this initiation time is slightly shorter but is still 
within the measurement error range (0-10 /..ls). This upper inter-layer crack soon 
interacted with the Rayleigh wave at the lower interface and kinked into the core to form 
an intra-layer crack. The kinked crack branched into a fan of intra-layer cracks shown in 
Figure 1 (d). This sequence is very similar to the result of the baseline specimen 
discussed in section 3 of Part I. 
Despite their apparent similarities, there also exists some noticeable difference 
between the baseline and the 45 mls impact cases. The major difference is in the recorded 
inter-layer, or interfacial crack tip speeds displayed in Figures 2 (a) and (b). Pigure .2 (a) 
compares the speeds of inter-layer cracks propagating at the lower interface. For an 
impact speed of 45 mis, the lower inter-layer crack initially propagated close to the shear 
wave speed of Homalite-lOO becoming clearly intersonic (crack speed less than the 
longitudinal wave speed but greater than the shear wave speed of Homali te) at 
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approximately 60 /ls. Throughout its recorded history this crack was clearly faster than its 
"baseline" counterpart. It should be recalled that at longer time, the baseline crack also 
became intersonic and reached speeds as high as J2 Cs as discussed extensively in 
section 3.1 of Part 1. Figure 2 (b) compares crack tip speeds at the upper interfaces. Here 
again the level of the crack speed corresponding to 45 m/s impact speed is consistently 
higher than its baseline counterpart. In both cases, the inter-layer cracks remained purely 
sub-Rayleigh within our time window of observation. 
In order to investigate the crack speed history at the central part of the specimen. 
the field of view was moved to the specimen center as shown in Figure 3. The same 
higher impact speed (45m/s compared to 33 m/s of the baseline) was employed. As seen 
from Figure 3 (b), two inter-layer cracks appeared at the lower interface and propagated 
towards the center, racing towards each other with intersonic speeds. At a later time. 
inter-layer cracks at the upper interface also appeared propagating towards the center 
(Figure 3 (c)). The locations of these four inter-layer cracks (two at the top and two at the 
lower interfaces) are indicated by the white arrows. As clearly seen from Figure 3 (e). 
intra-layer damage also spreads from the interface in to the core in the form of a periodic 
series of mode-I cracks inclined at a small angle to the vertical axis. These cracks are 
nucleated at the upper interface at locations that are behind the horizontally moving inter-
layer shear crack. Their nucleation and growth result in the eventual fragmentation of the 
specimen core. The inter-layer cracks propagating at the lower bimaterial interface and 
facing towards each other in Figures 3 (d)-(e) feature clearly formed shock-like or Mach-
like discontinuities (shear shock waves) which are emitted from their crack tips. These 
discontinuities in photoelastic patterns represent traveling discontinuities in maximuIll 
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shear stress and are clear proofs that crack tips have exceeded the shear wave speed of 
Homalite [2-4]. These shock waves formed a clear testimony to the intersonic nature or 
the inter-layer crack growth even before any detailed crack measurement was ever 
attempted. 
The crack speed history for the lower, right inter-layer crack is plotted in Figure 4 
as a function of distance from the free edge. The figure shows that the crack speed of the 
higher impact speed case (45 m/s) is always higher than the baseline equivalent 
remaining always intersonic within the window of observation. To complete the picture. 
Figure 5 displays collected experimental results from three identical specimens subjected 
to the same impact speed, which have areas of observations ranged from the specimen 
edge all the way to its center. As evident from Figure 5 (a), the inter-layer crack initiated 
at very high speeds and fluxuated close to the shear wave speed of Homalite. often 
becoming intersonic but never exceeding .fi Cs. On the other hand, in the baseline case 
(33m/s) and as discussed in Part I, the crack became intersonic only when it approached 
the specimen centerline. Indeed, before it did so, it almost came to a complete stop at a 
distance of above 45 mm from the edge. 
11-3.2 Effect of interfacial strengths 
In order to compare the effect of different interfacial bond strengths on dynamic 
failure in layered materials and sandwich structures, four different kinds of adhesives 
were used to construct interfacial bonds of various strengths. The bond strengths for 
Homalite/adhesive/Homalite interfaces are listed in Table 1. Due to the stress singularity 
at bimaterial corners [8-9], it is hard to obtain the intrinsic bonding properties of 
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bimaterial interfaces based on current specimen configurations [10]. Instead in Table I. 
we only list the strengths of these adhesives when they are used to bond identical 
Homalite pieces. This is done to provide relative levels of strengths of these adhesives. 
The Weldon-1O and Loctite 330 are considered to be "strong" adhesives. The Loctite 384 
can form an "intermediate strength" bond while the Loctite 5083 gives a "weak bond." 
The Loctite 5083 is considered to be a kink of ductile adhesive because its elongation at 
failure in cured bulk form is as high as 170%. The average thickness of the adhesive 
layer is less than 20 /-lm. Here, in order to investigate the relative effect of variolls 
interfacial bond strengths, the baseline specimen configuration is chosen as the one 
shown in Figure 3, which features the Weldon-1O strong bonding and is subjected to an 
impact speed of 45 mls. 
Figure 6 shows a sequence of images of the specImen featuring the second 
strongest interface, i.e., that of Homalite/330/steel. The field of view IS that of the 
specimen center as shown in Figure 6 (a). The initial failure characteristics in this type or 
a specimen are quite similar to the ones observed in the baseline specimen with strongly 
bonded interfaces (i.e., HomalitelWeldon-lO/steel), subjected to the same impact 
conditions as shown in Figure 3. The first failure mode encountered is still the inter-layer 
crack at the lower interface. However, for the current case, the two inter-layer cracks 
separated the entire lower interface at 176 /-ls after impact as shown in Figure 6 (c) 
compared to 148 /-ls in Figure 3 (e). Following inter-layer failure, two intra-layer cracks 
initiated from the upper interface. Later on and as evident from Figure 6 (d), another 
mode I intra-layer crack stemmed from the lower interface revealing a locally symmetric 
fringe pattern and propagating along the specimen centerline. It is speculated that this 
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mode I crack is a result of symmetric specimen bending established at long times after 
impact. It should be recalled that the shear strength of the 330 bond is much lower than 
that of the Weldon-lO bond as seen in Table 1. However, the interfacial tensile strength 
of the 330 bond is only 10% below that of the strong Weldon-lO bond. The differences 
between these cases discussed here suggest that the interfacial shear strength is vital to 
the evolution of impact damage in layered materials and sandwich structures. 
Figure 7 presents a series of fringe patterns showing the evolution of failure in a 
specimen featuring intermediate strength 384 adhesive bonds subjected to the same 
impact condition of 45 m/s. The two lower inter-layer cracks completely dobonded the 
lower interface at 154 Ils, slightly later than in the baseline specimen featuring two strong 
bonds. The upper inter-layer cracks separated the whole upper interface at 207 I1s as 
clearly shown in Figure 7 (e), compared to 157 Ils for the specimen featuring the strong 
Weldon-lO bonds. Similar to the previous case, intra-layer cracks initiated from the 
upper interface as evident from Figure 7 (f). Although the 384 interfacial bonding is 
called "intermediate strength bonding," its interfacial tensile strength is only 15% lower 
than that of the baseline strong bonds. However, its shear strength is substantially lower 
than that of the strong bonding as listed in Table 1. Here again, it becomes evident that 
the interfacial shear strength is by itself as an important parameter in controlling the 
detailed evolution of failure. This is perhaps not very surprising since inter-layer fracture 
is clearly shear-dominated for the layered materials and structures subjected out-of-plane 
impact loading. 
Figure 8 corresponds to a case where both the interfacial shear and tensile 
strengths are reduced significantly by using the weak but ductile 5083 adhesive. whose 
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characteristics are also described in Table 1. As shown in Figures 8 (a) and (b). an inter-
layer crack generated at the specimen edge is seen propagating towards the impacted 
point at the specimen center. A thin shear shock line inclined at an angle slightly above 
45° to the horizontal interface (Figure 8 (b)) marks the position of this crack which clearly 
moves intersonically to the right. Since the bond strengths are both very low. the stress 
concentration appears less strong than in the baseline case (see Figure 3). Crack tip speed 
in this case, however, is very much higher than all other cases and, at the initial stages. is 
very close to .J2 cs • To illustrate the strong difference in crack initiation time and in 
crack tip speed history between otherwise identical specimens featuring strong and weak 
bonds, Figure 9 compares results from the two extreme cases (Weldon-lO and 5083). In 
both cases, the field of view is concentrated at the specimen edges. It is observed that the 
weak but ductile 5083 adhesive results in longer initiation time and very high crack tip 
speeds. These speeds are initially close to .J2 Cs then decrease to Cs . and finally pick up 
as the specimen center is approached. On the hand, the strong Weldon-l 0 bond features a 
short initiation time and more moderate speeds ranging from the Rayleigh wave speed to 
just above the shear wave speed as the distance from the edge increases. 
11-3.3 Dynamic crack arrest and re-initiation 
In Part I of this work, we observed that the speed of an inter-layer eraek decreased 
to a very low value at around 90 !J.s after impact (the corresponding position is about 40 
mm from the free edge) [1]. This phenomenon repeated in other specimens subjected to 
different loading and bonding conditions. Figure 10 shows the fringe pattern development 
of an inter-layer crack at the lower interface of a specimen featuring the second strongest 
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bond in Table 1. A high impact speed of 46 mls was used, compared to the 34 m/s 
baseline impact speed in Part I of this paper. After comparing the crack tip characteristics 
in Figures 10 (b) and (c), we can see that the fringe concentration delineating the crack 
tip hardly moved between 98.5 Ils and 117.5 Ils. Moreover, the fringe pattern reveals a 
visibly reduced fringe concentration, which indicates local unloading at the arrested crack 
tip. The time history of crack lengths and associated crack speeds of two identical 
specimens subjected to the same impact loading are shown in Figure II. The clear 
plateau of the crack length versus time record reveals the existence of very low crack 
speeds at a repeatable time and location. It is interesting to notice that crack speed almost 
drops to zero at around the same time of 90 Ils, as is also reported in Part I of this paper. 
The location of near crack arrest is also around a distance of 40-50 mm from the 
specimen edge, exactly as in the strong bond case. 
It is theorized here that this phenomenon is associated with the complicated wave 
interaction and the special characteristics of interfacial cracks at bimaterial interfaces. In 
previous research on interfacial cracks, Lambros and Rosakis [3] and Needleman and 
Rosakis [6] showed that as soon as an interfacial crack accelerates to the Rayleigh wave 
speed, it keeps a stable speed as long as constant energy supply is provided to the crack 
tip. If the energy supply is suddenly increased (perhaps by the arrival of a loading 
reflected wave from the specimen boundaries), the crack accelerates unstably to an other 
discreet constant level within the intersonic regime. If, however, an unloading wave 
reaches the crack tip, the crack quickly arrests. We believe that the temporary arrest 
behavior observed here is a demonstration of the same type of behavior in a more 
complex structure than the one tested by Lambros and Rosakis [3] and modeled by 
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Needleman and Rosakis [6]. Here the complex wave interaction and the structural 
vibration response of the specimen, which gradually establish themselves with time. 
result in temporary loss of driving force that accounts for the observed crack arrest and 
re-initiation. Recently, Yu et a1. successfully simulated this phenomenon [11]. 
11-3.4 Different impact damage in sandwich structures subjected to the same impact 
energy 
Figure 12 compares the final impact failure patterns of two identical specimens 
subjected to the same impact energy (kinetic energy, K, of the projectile) but diffcrent 
impact momentum and impact loading duration time. In both cases, the air gun pressure 
was kept the same to ensure that the resulting projectile energy was the same. In case (a), 
a heavy and long projectile was employed hence a lower projectile speed was achieved 
with the same air gun chamber pressure. While case (b) is corresponding to a light and 
short projectile, so a higher impact speed can be achieved under the same air gun 
pressure. The two projectiles used in two cases are identical in materials and dimensions 
except for the projectile lengths. The projectile length in case (a) is about 2.5 times the 
length in case (a). As shown in Figure 12 (a), both inter-layer cracks and intra-layer 
cracks appeared after impact. However, for case (b), only inter-layer cracks at hoth 
interfaces occurred resulting to complete shear-induced delamination before any matrix 
or intra-layer cracks had the chance to form. Although for the impact case (b), a higher 
bullet speed was obtained; the impact damage seems to correlate to the impact 
momentum and impact loading duration under the same impact energy. 
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In case (a), the impact momentum is high and the loading duration is long, and the 
post mortem impact damage is severe. The history of two inter-layer cracks for these two 
different cases is presented in Figure 13. In both cases, these cracks originated from the 
specimen edges. However, substantially different propagation features were observed: for 
the specimen subjected to high impact momentum and long loading duration. the crack 
speed increases moronically and reaches a steady speed around the Rayleigh wave speed 
of Homalite-lOO. However, for the specimen subjected to low impact momentum and 
short loading duration, at the initiation stage, the crack speed can initially be very high. 
However, the crack speed drops to a lower value and fluctuates widely reaching again the 
Rayleigh wave speed of Homalite-lOO at a late stage. In previous impact studies of 
composite laminates and sandwich plates [12J, researchers often used impact energy as an 
indicator of the extent of final (post-mortem) impact damage (e.g., delamination size). 
Indeed impact momentum and loading duration are also important in controlling impact 
damage in layered materials and sandwich structures subjected to the same impact 
energy. The exact role of impact momentum and loading duration merits further 
investigation. 
11-4. Concluding remarks 
High impact loading leads to high inter-layer crack speeds in layered materials 
and sandwich structures. Strongly bonded specimens subjected to high impact speeds are 
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shown to feature intersonic cracks depending accompanied by the formation of clearly 
visible shear shock wave (Mach lines) emitted from the crack tips. Also, under the same 
impact energy, two specimens may show quite different final impact damage patterns if 
they are subjected to different impact momentum and load duration. Reduced interfacial 
strengths (especially interfacial shear strengths) will result in visible changes of failure 
sequence. Also, inter-layer cracks at intermediate strength interfaces feature crack speeds 
slightly slower than those at strong interfaces. However, cracks at weak but ductile 
interfaces, initiate very late and have a very high speed at the first stage of crack 
propagation compared to their strong interface counterparts. Finally, highly transient 
crack arrest and re-initiation phenomenon were observed and analyzed. 
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Table 1. Interfacial strengths and model I fracture toughnesses of different bonds 
Tensile strength Shear strength Fracture Toughness 
Interface (MPa) (MPa) (MPa*m Il2 ) 
HomalitellWeldon-l011 7.74 >21.65 0.83 
Homalite 
Homalitel133011 Homalite 6.99 12.58 0.93 
Homalitel138411 Homalite 6.75 7.47 0.38 I 
Homalitel1508311 Homalite 1.53 0.81 0.19 
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Figure 2. Comparison of interfacial crack speeds of two identical specimens 
subjected to different impact speeds. The interfacial bonds are strong 
HomalitelW eldon-l O/steel bonds. 
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Figure 6. Different failure modes and sequence in a three-layer specimen with 
second strongest bonding (3Ishssb330-6). Intra-layer cracks initiated from the 
upper interface in a symmetric pattern (Fig. (c)) and later on, one intra-layer 
crack stem from the lower interface (Fig. (d)). 
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Figure 7. Failure process of a three-layer specimen with two intermediate 
strength bonds (3Ishssb384-2). After upper interface debonding, two intra-
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Figure 8. Intersonic inter-layer crack in a three-layer specimen with weakly 
bonded interfaces (3lshssb583-1). The crack initiation is delayed but the 
crack speed is intersonic resulting in a clearly visible shock structure seen in 
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Figure 10. Visual evidence of the transient inter-layer crack arrest 
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Figure 11. Time history of crack length (a) and crack speed 
(b) for two identical specimens featuring the second 
strongest bonding subjected to the same impact loading. 
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Figure 12. Different post-impact failure patterns of two identical 
specimens subjected to the same impact energy but different impact 
momentum and loading duration. 
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Figure 13. Crack speed history of two inter-layer cracks at the lower 
interfaces of two identical specimens subjected to the same impact 




An Experimental Study of Impact-induced Failure Events 
in Homogeneous Layered Materials Using Dynamic 
Photoelasticity and High-speed Photography 
Abstract 
The generation and the subsequent evolution of dynamic failure events in 
homogeneous layered materials that occur within microseconds after impact were 
investigated experimentally. Tested configurations include three-layer and two-layer. 
bonded Homalite specimens featuring different bonding strengths. High-speed 
photography and dynamic photoelasticity were utilized to study the nature, sequence and 
interaction of failure modes. A series of complex failure modes was observed. In most 
cases, and at the early stages of the impact event, intra-layer failure (or bulk matrix 
failure) appeared in the form of cracks radiating from the impact point. These cracks 
were opening-dominated and their speeds were less than the crack branching speed of the 
Homalite. Subsequent crack branching in several forms was also observed. Mixed-mode 
inter-layer cracking (or interfacial debonding) was initiated when the intra-layer cracks 
approached the interface with a large incident angle. The dynamic interaction between 
inter-layer crack formation and intra-layer crack growth (or the so-called "Cook-Gordon 
Mechanism") was visualized for the first time. Interfacial bonding played a significant 
role in impact damage spreading. Cracks arrested at weak bonds and the stress wave 
intensity was reduced dramatically by the use of a thin but ductile adhesive layer. 
1II-2 
111-1. Introduction 
Layered materials and structures have promising applications in many important 
fields of engineering. These include, among others, the use of advanced composite 
laminates in aerospace engineering; sandwich structures in naval engineering; and multi-
layered thin film structures in micro-electronic-mechanical systems. In an entirely 
different length scale such materials are also found in the complex layered rock structures 
of earth's crust. While failure characteristics of layered materials subjected to static 
loading have been investigated extensively in past years], their dynamic counterparts 
have remained elusive. Our current research interest focuses on studies of such dynamic 
failure events in layered materials and, in particular, on the identification of the 
chronology and sequence of these events. For most layered materials, the presence of 
highly complicated dynamic failure modes and the inaccessibility of internal damage to 
real-time scrutiny has resulted in experimental studies of only the final impact damage 
characteristics and to the measurement of post-mortem residual strengths2-4 • Hence. the 
sequence and nature of failure process have never been properly clarified. 
For many simple engineering structures subjected to static or dynamic loading. 
computational and analytical models can be employed to provide realistic approximations 
of the physical failure processes under investigation. However, this may not be possible 
when more complex geometries, involving layered materials or configurations, need to be 
investigated. For such more complex cases, model experiments may prove extremely 
useful as intermediate steps, which reveal the basic physics of the problem and provide 
relatively straightforward validation of computational models before such models are 
applied to predictions of the fully complex failure situations. A striking example of the 
role of model experiments was provided by Riley and Dally5, who designed a model 
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metal/polymer layered specImen subjected to dynamic loading. Their model 
configuration was designed to simulate dynamic loading and stress wave evolution in 
complex layered structures. 
In our experiments, we adopt and extend the same concept and to that effect we 
introduce an appropriate intermediate model configuration, which allows us, in addition 
to stress wave loading, to study the basic dynamic failure mechanisms involved in a 
layered structure. Indeed, in order to simulate the difficult three-dimensional problem of 
the out-of-plane impact of real layered structures and in the same time preserve the 
essence of the failure phenomena involved, we propose a two-dimensionaL plane stress 
specimen, which represents a cross-sectional cut from a layered structure as illustrated in 
Figure 1. For this type of model specimens, failure processes are easy to record, visual ize 
and analyze. It is noted that although the exact impact mechanics involved in these two 
configurations are not identical (mainly because of dimenionality constraints), the general 
mechanisms of stress wave propagation and failure progress of the real and model 
layered materials are quite similar. 
As discussed by Xu and Rosakis6, In designing these model two-dimensional 
specimens, it is important to select model materials whose elastic mismatch is similar to 
that of materials used in real engineering applications. Selecting similar Dundurs' 
parameters' may ensure similarity of the elasto-static response. Meanwhile, selecting 
model material combinations with similar ratios of wave speeds as the real structure is 
important in considering similarity of their elasto-dynamic behaviors. These two issues 
form similarity rules to connect real structures and experimental models. In the present 
investigation, we only study layered materials composed of one kind of homogeneoLls 
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material. For this zero stiffness-mismatch case, both Dundurs' parameters vanish and the 
ratio of wave speeds is unity. The resulting layered structure is constitutively 
homogeneous and it only features planes of strength and fracture toughness 
inhomogeneity (bonds lines) between layers. In the absence of constitutive material 
property mismatch, our major purpose is only to explore the effect of interfacial honding 
on the development of dynamic failure mechanism in layered materials. 
The objectives of the current work are to conduct systematic experimental studie'. 
of the time evolution and the nature of different failure events and to investigate the 
interaction of these dynamic failure modes in real-time. Through these model 
experiments, we try to provide guidance for the construction of theoretical models and 
validation of numerical codes. 
111-2. Experimental Program 
111-2.1 Materials and Specimens 
Homalite-lOO was selected as our model photoelasticity materials. Some of its 
physical properties are listed in Table 1. The quasi-static values are ohtained from the 
literature while the dynamic values are measured by the procedure outlined in section 3. 
The dynamic fracture characteristics of bulk Homalite-lOO have been well investigated in 
the past decades7- lo . Here, we mainly pay attention to the dynamic failure modes of 
Homalite in layered form. To provide different interfacial strengths and fracture 
toughnesses, four kinds of adhesives, Weldon-lO and Loctite 330, 384 and 5083. were 
used to bond the interfaces II. The interfacial bond strengths and the fracture toughness 
for those adhesives are listed in Table 2. The Weldon-lO and Loctite 330 are considered 
to be "strong" adhesives. The Loctite 384 can form an "intermediate strength" bond \\'hile 
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the Loctite 5083 gives a "weak bond." The thickness of the final adhesive layer is Jess 
than 20 /-lm. Loctite 5083 adhesive is also considered to be a ductile adhesive since its 
elongation at failure (as measured by the manufacturer) in cured bulk form is 170% or 
two orders of magnitude higher than the rest of the adhesives. 
Three different types of specimens were designed and tested. As shown in Figure 
2, type-A specimens have two layers with equal layer widths, and type-B specimens 
involve two layers with one layer twice as thick as the other. Type-C specimens were 
designed to have two bonding interfaces and three equal-width layers. All three types of 
specimens have the same out-of-plane thickness of 6.35mm (0.25 inch) and the same 
length of 254 mm (10 inches). In general, each layer width is 33 mm except for a few 
specimens in which wJ=38.1mm. 
111-2.2 Experimental Setup 
A schematic of the dynamic photoelasticity setup used in this study is given in 
Figure 3. Two sheets of circular polarizer were placed on either side of the specimen. An 
Innova Sabre argon-ion pulsed laser was used as the light source. The laser was set to 
operate on a single wavelength-514.5 nm (blue-green light). At this wavelength. the 
continuous power output of the laser is 8 W. The laser emits an intense beam of 2 mm 
diameter which is 100: 1 vertically polarized. An acousto-optic modulator (Bragg cell) is 
placed in front of the laser to produce a pulsed output. The duration of each laser pulse 
can be varied between 8 ns and 20 ns. During the impact experiment, the acousto-optic 
modulator is driven by the high-speed camera to control the timing of each laser pUlse. so 
that it coincides with the times the camera optics are aligned to expose a particular frame 
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on the film track. An electro-mechanical shutter is placed in front of the laser to prevent 
the light "leaking" through the Bragg cell from exposing the film before or after the 
experiment. A wide gap sensor mounted on the gas gun barrel about 1 inch from the end 
is used to trigger the shutter opening for a short duration (around 10 ms). A strain gage 
bonded to the specimen at the impact side was used to trigger recording by the high-
speed camera. The coherent, monochromatic, plane polarized light output is collimated to 
a beam of 100 mm diameter. The laser beam is transmitted through the specimen. The 
resulting fringe pattern is recorded by the high-speed camera. 
A Cordin model 330A rotating mirror type high-speed film camera was usee! to 
record the images. The high-speed camera contains a rotating mirror which directs the 
image on to the film mounted on a film track surrounding it. The rotating mirror is driven 
by a gas turbine running on compressed helium. Individual frames arc exposed 
sequentially by inducing the laser to produce a high-powered pulse of short duration and 
when the rotating mirror is aligned to a particular frame. The camera records 80 distinct 
images at frame rates of up to 2 million per second. A feedback signal from the turbine is 
fed to a 10 KHz frequency counter, which allows a precise monitoring of the turbine 
speed. Also, the synchronizing signal sent by the camera to the acousto-optic modulator 
is simultaneously routed to a HP digital oscilloscope to obtain a record of the timings of 
each individual laser pulse. Kodak TMAX 400 black and white film was used to record 
the fringe patterns. The optical system in the high-speed camera introduces an elliptical 
distortion to the recorded films. For a circular original image, the recorded image is all 
ellipse with its major axis about 15% larger in comparison with the minor axis. The 
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developed negatives were scanned using a negative scanner and the elliptical distortion 
was removed digitally. 
During the impact test, a projectile was fired by the gas gun and hit the specimen 
or a steel buffer to trigger the recording system. Under the dynamic deformation. the 
generation of isochromatic fringe patterns is governed by the stress optic law. For the 
case of monochromatic light, the condition for the formation of isochromatic interference 
fringes can be expressed as 7 
~ ~ Nf(5 
(J" - (J" =--
I 2 h 
where 0"1 - 0"2 is the principal stress difference of the thickness averaged stress tensor. 
fa is the material fringe value which is listed in Table 1, N is the isochromatic fringe 
order and h is the half specimen thickness. The isochromatic fringe patterns observed 
are proportional to contours of constant maximum shear stress, f m.lX = (a] - a 0 ) / 2 . 
111-2.3 The Three-lens System 
In order to observe remote failure event interactions, a large field of vIew IS 
necessary. However, our Cordin 330A camera has a long front optical tube and its 
maximum view angle 2~ is 4 degrees as shown in Figure 4. If a single lens is used. the 
maximum size of the field of view is 2 f tan (~), were f is the focal length of the lens. In 
order to minimize shadow spot formation, f should be chosen to be a small value based 
on our practical experience. As a result, the resulting field of view will be too small for 
full specimen visualization. To remedy this problem, a three-lens system is employed as 
shown in Figure 4. In this system, the first lens facing the 100 mm laser beam is a Plano-
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convex lens whose focal length is 380 mm. The second lens is a Plano-concave lens 
whose focal length is 100 mm. Lenses 1 and 2 share the same focal point at one side and. 
as a result, a parallel beam of reduced diameter is formed. This beam passes through a bi-
convex lens (lens 3) of focal length 500 mm. The resulting converging beam incident 
angle is less than 2 degrees and satisfies our stated requirement. Hence, the full 100 mm 
beam can enter the long camera tube. 
Another restriction governing the choice of lens types and focal lengths comes 
from aberration balancing. Here, the convex side of lens 1 and the planar side of lens 2 
must face the laser beam to cancel part of the aberration. The most significant 
shortcoming for this three-lens system is its alignment sensitivity. In addition, light 
intensity is somewhat reduced after the beam passes from this multiple lenses 
arrangement. So, this system was used only for those experiments which required a large 
field of view. 
111-3. Results and Discussion 
Homalite-100 is a rate sensitive viscoelastic solid and its wave speeds depend on 
stain rate as indicated in Table 1. Wave speed differences of approximately 17% are 
expected over six orders of magnitude differences in equivalent strain rate. In order to 
obtain a more accurate measure of the wave speed levels relevant to our impact 
experiments, a calibration test was undertaken. A Homalite plate was impacted at a 
projectile speed of 24 m/s and the impact area was imaged by the high-speed camera. The 
photoelastic fringe pattern corresponding to this dilatational front spread through the 
material and the location of its front was traced and plotted as a function of time (sec 
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Figure 5). The resulting linear variation reveals a constant dilatational wave speed of 
approximately 2119 rn/s which, for a Poisson's ratio of 0.35, corresponds to a shear wave 
speed of 1208 rn/s and a Rayleigh speed of 1110 rn/s. Fringe patterns of the type shown 
in Figure 5 have also allowed us to estimate the local strain rate at the impact point. For 
the impact speeds used in this paper, the strain rate was found to be of the order of IOl/S. 
As expected these values are higher than the ones corresponding to a quasi-static loading 
(strain rate - 1O-3/s) and are listed in a separate column of Table 1. From now on 
indicated wave speeds will correspond to the above measured dynamic values. 
111-3.1 The Two-layer Specimen with Equal Layer Widths Subjected to Mitigated 
Projectile Impact 
Figure 6 shows a series of photoelasticity snap shots following impact of a type-A 
specimen. In all experiments reported in this section, the projectile impacted the center of 
the bottom layer on a steel buffer as shown in Figure 6 (a). The horizontal line in the field 
of view reveals the position of the interface in which the dark circular spot. at the lower 
left-hand side just below the interface, is a scaling mark of 6.35 mm in diameter. Figure 6 
(b) shows a fan of mode I cracks (symmetric fringe patterns) appearing from the upper 
free edge at approximately 93.8 /.ls after impact. Generally, the whole recording system 
has a delay and its timing error is within 10 /.ls. After impact, the longitudinal 
compressive stress wave traveled from the lower impact side towards the upper free edge. 
This compressive stress wave reflected from this edge as a tensile wave and its intensity 
was sufficient to nucleate a fan of branched cracks from the free edge. As time goes on 
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(Figure 6 (c)-(f»), the nucleated fan of cracks widens significantly by producing a 
multiplicity of both successful and unsuccessful branches (for a discussion of crack 
branching phenomenon in bulk Homalite, see Ravi-Chandar and Knauss!o). some of 
which move towards the still coherent interface. The average speed of these locally mode 
I, branched cracks is 0.41 Cs. which is the branching speed in bulk Homalite. 
Well before the branched cracks reached the interface, a central inter-layer crack 
was nucleated at the intersection of the specimen center line and the bond line as seen in 
Figure 6 (c). This interfacial crack propagated in both directions off the center as shown 
in Figure 6 (d). At the specimen centerline, the shear stresses vanish because of 
symmetry. As a result, the nucleated inter-layer crack is initially and, for a very short 
time, mode I dominated. Its nucleation is induced by the stress field produced by the fan 
of branched cracks approaching the interface. As this crack spreads symmetrically. 
opening up the interface (see distinct evidence of decohesion in Fig. 6 (f)), the fan of 
branched cracks discelerates and arrests just before these cracks reach the decohered 
interface. The above described scenario is perhaps the first real-time visualization of the 
dynamic equivalent of the "Cook-Gordon Mechanism"! 2 describing the remote 
decohesion of an interface due to the approach of a matrix (intra-layer) crack. 
As the interfacial crack spreads away from the specimen centerline, it almost 
immediately encounters increasing amount of interfacial shear stress, which quickly 
converts it to a mixed-mode and eventually to a mode II dominated crack. Unlike 
propagating cracks in bulk Homalite, interfacial cracks are constrained to propagate along 
the weak interface and, as a result, they can do so under mixed-mode or primarily mode 
II conditions. They can also propagate at very high (even intersonic) speeds compared to 
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their bulk (intra-layer) counterparts. This phenomenon has recently been investigated 
experimentally by Rosakis et al. 13 and numerically by Needleman 14 and by Geubelle and 
Kubair l5 . To illustrate this point, the variation of the left interfacial crack tip position 
versus time and the corresponding crack tip speed are plotted in Figure 7 (a) and (b) 
respectively. Indeed this figure shows very high interfacial crack tip speeds initially well 
within the intersonic regime (crack speed is greater than the shear wave speed but less 
than the longitudinal wave speed of the bulk material), later decelerating to a large 
fraction of the Rayleigh wave speed. This observation is consistent with the surmised 
shear-dominated nature of this crack (see Geubelle and Kubair I5). If this inter-layer crack 
is, at least for short times, intersonic, the photoelastic images obtained here should reveal 
the existence of shear shock wave discontinuities emitted from the propagating crack tips 
and inclined at an angle ~= sin-\Cs/V) to the interface (Rosakis et al. l \ Indeed. a close 
look at Figure 6 (d) and (e) reveal the existence of such shear shock waves which are 
shown in detail in Figures 8 (a) and (b). The angle ~ can now be used to provide an 
independent measure of the ratio; V /Cs of the instantaneous crack tip speed to the shear 
wave speed. This ratio is plotted in Figure 8( c) as a function of time (black triangles). For 
comparison purposes, the same ratio, obtained from the independent measurement of the 
crack length record is also shown. The two sets of points are obtained by using crack 
speeds from Figure 7 and the quasi-static and the dynamic values of Cs, from Table I. 
respectively. As evident from this composite plot, the trends are very consistent. 
Differences are due to experimental errors introduced through differentiating the crack 
length record, and uncertainties in shear wave speed choice. Indeed very near the crack 
tip where the strain rates are very high, the dynamic values of shear wave speed should 
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be used; while further away the static values may be more appropriate for shock angle 
estimation (Abraham and Gao I6). 
Additional evidence of the shear-dominated nature of the interfacial cracks is 
provided by the nucleation and growth of a periodic array of secondary microcracks 
observed to occur along the bond at a certain distance from the centerline of the specimen 
(see Figure 6 (f). These microcracks are generated just behind the propagating shear 
crack tip (see Figure 9) and spread at a steep angle of approximately II degrees to thc 
normal of the bonded interface. They are locally mode I cracks and they grow only at the 
bottom layer side of the interface indicating that this layer is primarily in tension along 
the horizontal direction. Their opening nature is evident from the existence of symmetric 
and almost circular caustics surrounding their tips (see Figure 9). The generation of such 
secondary cracks following shear interfacial crack growth was first discussed by Rosakis 
et al. 17 and Samudrala, Huang and Rosakis 18 in connection to intersonic shear rupture of 
Homalite/Homalite interfaces. As discussed in these references, their II degrees 
inclination indicates the existence of frictional contact and sliding behind the groWlI1g 
shear crack faces, which slightly change the principal stress directions responsible for 
path selection for the microcracks. 
For the present discussion, the existence of such secondary cracks 111 impacted 
layered specimens is also very important. It shows how different failure modes (some 
symmetric and others shear-dominated) may interact and trigger each other in a non-
straightforward way to result in the final brittle failure of a layered structure. Indeed in 
the processes discussed above, damage was first initiated by the mode I dominated fan of 
branched cracks moving towards the interface. Without penetrating the interface. this fan 
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of opening crack induced inter-layer failure which in turn transitioned from an opening 
mode to a shear mode as it moved away from the centerline and as it delaminated the 
interface. Finally, it was this shear-dominated delamination stage which made it possihle 
for the periodic sequence of opening microcracks to penetrate the bottom layer and cause 
its final fragmentations. 
111-3.2 The Two-layer Specimen With Equal Layer Widths Subjected to Direct 
Projectile Impact 
Figure 10 shows a series of images for a two-layer specimen subjected to dircct 
projectile impact. Stress wave propagation and reflection from the top free edge is shown 
in Figure 10 (b). The fringe pattern at the bonded interface is continuous and does not 
even exhibit any discontinuities in slope. This implies a good bonding and matched 
material properties of the Homalite and the bonding adhesive. Unlike the previous 
specimen with a mitigating steel buffer at the impact point, a dark zone of diffuse damage 
was observed at the impacted side. This dark zone is a highly compressed zone of 
comminuted material created by the direct projectile impact. Due to the large out -of-
plane deformation, the light rays transmitted through this area cannot be collected hy the 
high-speed camera thus producing a massive shadow spot. It is also noticed that a 
"plastic deformation ring," initially propagating at approximately 118 mis, appeared at 
approximately 76 Ils (Figure 10 (c)). Across this ring, permanent discontinuities of the 
fringe pattern were observed, indicating the irreversible damage nature within this semi-
circular region. At the first stages of its evolution, the plastic semi-circle was smooth and 
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transparent. As time evolved several radial mode I cracks radiating from the impact point 
crossed the ring boundary moving towards the upper free edge of the specimen. With 
increasing time, the initial transparency of the plastically deformed area surrounded hy 
the ring was compromised by the spreading of more complex three-dimensional damage 
modes. This became obvious through post-mortem inspection of the impacted plates 
where large 3-D surface cracks propagating in the specimen thickness (parallel to the 
plate free surface) were identified. It is their evolution of such cracks and their slightly 
wavy nature that produce the "shell" like structure of the further damaged plastic semi-
circle in Figure 10 (e) and (f). 
111-3.3 Failure Process in A Two-layer Specimen with Unequal Layer Widths 
Post-mortem pictures of damage resulting from impact of two, type-B. specimens 
are shown in Figures 11 (a) and (b). The only difference between these two specimens. 
subjected to identical impact histories, is the strength of interfacial bonding. It is ohvious 
from this figure that the interfacial bonding plays a significant role in the overall dynamic 
failure process. For the specimen with the intermediate strength interface as shown in 
Figure 11 (a), there are many branched, locally mode I, cracks radiating from the site of 
impact. Some of these I cracks only passed through the interface and did not cause any 
debonding. In contrast, the specimen with the weak interface, shown in Figure I I (b). 
features fewer cracks radiating from the site of impact. Two of these cracks arrested at 
the weak interface, while the third produced only partial interfacial debonding. 
Figure 12 shows a sequence of real-time images of the dynamic failure progress 
of the layered Homalite structure (type-B) featuring only one weak interface bond. This 
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case corresponds to the post-mortem pattern of Figure 11 (b). In this sequence. the top 
horizontal line is the interface while the bottom line is a camera streak line of no 
significance to the physical process. Figure 12 (b) reveals that the number of fringes or 
the stress wave gradient across the interface was dramatically reduced by the thin but soft 
adhesive film of 20 J..lm in thickness. After a long time period (380 J..ls) of wave motion 
within these two layers, a crack initiated from the dark impact zone was observed near 
the site of impact. This crack accelerated and eventually branched as shown in Figure 12 
(d). As soon as the resulting branches approached the interface, they either arrested or 
turned into it producing partially interfacial debonding as shown in Figures 12 (e) and (f). 
The exact reasons of the inability of these cracks to penetrate the upper layer are complex 
and are currently under investigation. However, the pivotal role of the weak interface in 
triggering this behavior is clearly evident. This may provide a useful design methodology 
to prevent the spread of impact damage resulting from low speed projectiles. In an early 
study of impact mechanisms of composite laminates, Sun and Rechak 19 investigated a 
similar phenomenon by placing adhesive layers between plies, and thus delaying or even 
suppressing dynamic delamination. 
In the case discussed above, the impact side was far away from the interface. If 
we now use the same specimen geometry and projectile loading history but instead 
impact the side close to the bonded interface, the resulting failure patterns are very 
different. This is evident from the post-mortem reconstructions of three bi-Iayer 
specimens (impacted close to the interface) with the same geometrical dimensions hut 
different interfacial bonding strengths, which are presented in Figure 13. It should first he 
emphasized that two identical specimens with the same interfacial bonding have quite 
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different failure patterns if the impact location is reversed. This is evident by comparing 
Figure 11 (a) with Figure 13 (b) as well as Figure 11 (b) with Figure 13 (c). Differences 
are most pronounced for specimens with intermediate strength bonding shown in Figures 
11 (a) and 13 (b). Indeed more radial cracks were found and more extensive interfacial 
debonding occurred when the specimen was impacted closer to the bond. In the case 
shown in Figure 13 (b), it is also observed that cracks radiating from the impact point 
approached the bond with different incident angles (the angles between the crack path 
and the interface) and triggered a variety of subsequent failure behaviors. Those cracks 
with large incident angles penetrated the interface, but those cracks with small incident 
angles deflected into the interface and led to shear-dominated debonding, similar to the 
shear decohesion phenomenon discussed in section 3.l. Here again, a close look at the 
upper side of the decohered interface reveals a periodic sequence of tensile microcracks 
inclined at small angles to the interface normal. These tensile microcracks are again 
generated as some of the radial cracks deflect into the interface, becoming shear-
dominated and decohering it through a process of dynamic shear failure. The microcracks 
are generated just behind the growing shear interfacial cracks at the tension side of the 
interface. A real-time view of the failure process corresponding to an intermediate 
strength bond is provided in Figure 14. The first failure event visualized in this sequence 
is the zone of comminuted and plastically deformed materials (dark area) as evident from 
Figure 14 (b). As time progresses, more than ten intra-layer radiating cracks appear and 
most of them pass through the interfacial bonding. The radial cracks that approached 
with a smaller incident angle, and were deflected into the interface, moved along it with 
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higher speeds as evident by the elongated shape of the failure front arc shown in Figure 
14 (c). 
111-3.4 Failure Process in A Three-layer Specimen with Equal Layer Widths 
Failure patterns became more complicated as a second interface was introduced to 
construct the three-layer specimens (type-C), shown in Figure 15. Figures 15 (a) and (b) 
display post-mortem images of damage of two identical specimens featuring a strong 
bottom interface and a top interface of two different (intermediate and weak) strengths 
respectively. For the specimen with intermediate top interface (Figure 15 (a)). radial 
cracks initiated at the impacted layer and passed through the lower (strong) and the upper 
(intermediate) interfaces. Also, several cracks were able to cross all the way to the layer 
farthest from the impact side. In contrast, the specimen with the weak top interface. 
shown in Figure 15 (b), featured fewer radial cracks on the impacted side. Also those 
cracks arrested at the upper weak interface and did not penetrate into the upper layer. 
Extensive interfacial debonding at the upper interface was observed. The two specimens 
in Figure 15 (a) and (c) are identical except for the choice of impact side. In Figure 15 
(a), the impact side is closer to the strong interface. So the radiating cracks mainly 
passed through this strong interface, causing debonding, only in the central portion or the 
specimen. Again debonding is shear-dominated because microcracks are visible along 
this decohered part of the strong bond. 
A real-time view of the failure process of the speCImen in Figure 15 (a) was 
presented in Figure 16. In Figure 16 (b) the stress wave propagates through both upper 
and lower interfaces without experiencing any strong fringe or weak fringe slope 
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discontinuities. In these photographs, the central thin line adjacent to the small circular 
mark is the camera streak line and is an artifact of the optical setup. The other two thin 
lines represent strong and intermediate strength interfaces. A group of radial cracks soon 
propagate through the lower, strong, interface as shown in Figure 16 (d) and (e). Those 
radiating cracks with large incident angles passed through the lower, strong interface and 
subsequently penetrated the upper, intermediate strength interface. Those few cracks that 
approached with smaller incident angles were deflected into the interface and one of them 
(moving to the right) is clearly shown in Figure 16 (d). To illustrate this phenomenon. an 
enlarged part of the specimen shown in Figure 15 (c) is presented in Figure 17. For two 
cracks with different incident angles, different failure events were observed. The crack 
with the large incident angle of 78 degrees passed through the interface. However, the 
crack with the small incident angle of 50 degrees could not penetrate the interface and 
created interfacial debonding. A systematic study of this problem is presently underway 
by the authors2o. 
We now turn attention to tri-Iayer specimens involving at least one weak bond 
(the 5083 adhesive in Table 2). As clearly shown in Figure 18, this adhesive is weak and 
ductile enough (see section 2.1) never to allow crack penetration into the next layer under 
low-speed impact. In Figure 18 (a) some radial cracks from the impact region penetrate 
the intermediate strength bond of the lower interface (primarily near the center where the 
incident angle is large). Some interfacial debonding also occurs and is triggered by the 
radial cracks that approach the interface with more shallow angles. However. the 
situation at the upper, weak interface is very different. As radial cracks approach the 
weak bond, they are completely arrested neither penetrating nor causing debonding of 
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this second interface. This is also found to be true in all other cases (such as Figure 18 (b) 
and (c)) where such a weak and ductile bond is involved. In all of these cases. the bond 
was never penetrated nor was there any visible decohesion, at least at an impact speed of 
21 mls. This speaks of an apparent ductility of this bond whose extend will be 
investigated next. 
In order to further test the impact resistance of specimens with 5083 weak but 
ductile adhesive bonds, a three-layer specimen containing two identical 5083 interfaces 
was designed and subjected to different impact speeds. The post-mortem pictures are 
shown in Figure 19. The impact speeds were 20 and 46 mls respectively. Although the 
size of the local impact damage zone is quite different, in both cases the bond was again 
neither penetrated nor compromised. The impact damage is still limited inside the layer 
impacted directly by the projectile. The other two layers are still perfectly bonded. 
To understand the effect of the introduction of a ductile adhesive bond as a 
mechanism for failure prevention, real-time visualization was undertaken in Figure 20. 
As shown in Figure 20 (b), the stress wave intensity across the interface was reduced 
dramatically after the first interfacial 5083 bonding was encountered. In Figure 20 (c). 
the stress wave intensity was further reduced after the second 5083 interface was crossed. 
Meanwhile, complicated stress wave movement is seen in Figure 20 (d) and the dark 
contact zone is continuously growing. Radial cracks are initiated from the impact point 
very early (around 70 /-ls) compared to the other three-layer specimens shown in Figure 
16. However, those cracks soon arrested at the interface as seen in Figure 20 (e) and (I} 
No interfacial debonding was found in this type of specimens. In our investigation. only 
low impact speed tests were conducted. 
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111-4. Summary and Conclusions 
We investigate the generation and time evolution of dynamic failure modes in 
layered materials composed of bonded layers of Homalite-lOO. We observe a variety of 
dynamic failure mechanisms in the form of either intra-layer (matrix) cracks or inter-
layer (interfacial) cracks or debonding. Dynamic intra-layer failure is always of the 
symmetric (mode I) type and it often involves multiple branching events. Dynamic inter-
layer fracturing or debonding is almost always shear-dominated and spreads at much 
faster speeds that intra-layer failure. One of the themes common to all cases studied here 
is the interrelation and interaction between these different symmetric and asymmetric 
failure modes. Indeed it is often the case that symmetric (mode I) intra-layer cracks 
approaching an interface (even if they never penetrate it) trigger mixed-mode or mode II 
interfacial delaminations, which in turn laterally spread mode I damage by an interesting 
mechanism of microcrack formation. In other cases, and depending on relative bond 
strengths and angles of incidence, intra-layer (matrix) cracks may clearly penetrate an 
interface without delaminating it. 
In this paper, we explore some of these phenomena, and their interrelation. in 
perhaps the simplest, non-trivial, setting possible. We intentionally choose layers of 
identical material constitution in order to eliminate wave speed and other property 
mismatches across interfaces. We instead concentrate in varying bond strengths. layer 
geometry and to some extend impact speed. The above described, real-time observations 
of failure modes in layered solids, in addition to identifying some new basic failure 
1II-21 
phenomena, can perhaps serve as benchmark experiments for the validation of complex 
numerical codes designed to model dynamic failure of layered structures. 
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Table 1. Material properties of Homalite -100 
Homalite 100 
Property Static Dynamic 




i Density p (kg/m3) 1230 1230 
Young's modulus (GPa) 3.45 
Dilatational wave speed 
i 1890 2119 
i c, (m/s) (plane stress) 
Shear wave speed Cs (m/s) 1080 1208 
Rayleigh wave speed CR (m/s) 1010 1110 
Poisson's Ratio V 0.35 0.35 
: Material fringe constant fa 
I (kN/m) 23.7 
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Table 2. Interfacial strengths and model I fracture toughness of different bonds 
Interface Tensile strength Shear strength Fracture Toughness 
(jc (MPa) 'tc (MPa) (MPa*m
i/2
) GIC (J/m2 ) 
Homalite//Weldon-lOll 7.74 >2l.65 0.83 199.7 
Homalite 
I 
Homalitel133011 Homalite 6.99 12.58 0.93 250.7 
! 
I 
Homalitel138411 Homalite 6.75 7.47 0.38 41.9 
Homalitel1508311 Homalite 1.53 0.81 0.19 10.) 
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(a) 3-D out-of-plane impact problem (b) 2-D impact problem 





Figure 2. Model specimen geometries: (a) Two-layer specimens with equal widths (type-A) 
(b) Two-layer specimens with W2 = 2 WI (type-B) (c) Three-layer specimens with equal 
widths (type-C) 
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Figure 4. The three-lens system used in large field of view experiments. 1--- Plano-
Convex lens. 2---Plano-Concave lens. 3-----Bi-Convex lens 
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Figure 5. Measured stress wave front location verses time used to estimate the 
longitudinal wave speed of the Homalite-lOO subjected to the current impact strain rate 
regIme. 
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Figure 6. Dynamic failure process in a two-layer specimen showing the interaction of a 
fan of mode I incident cracks and the resulting interfacial crack. The thin horizontal line 
is the weak interface. The circular dot at the left low position in every photo is the scaling 
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Figure 7. History of inter-layer crack length (a) and speed (b) of the two-layer specimen 
(2lhhwswd-bl). The two horizontal lines correspond to the dynamic values of the shear 
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Figure 8. Early stages of intersonic, interfacial crack growth revealing the existence of 
shear shock waves (Figures (a) and (b)) and the estimated interfacial crack speeds using 
different methods (Figure (c)). 
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Tensile microcracks 
Figure 9. A detailed view ofthe formation of secondary opening microcracks following 
shear dominated interfacial delamination. 
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Figure 11. Post-mortem failure patterns of two identical specImens with different 
interfacial bond strengths subjected to the same impact speed of V=20 mis, (a) 
2LHHSP384-LTI (two-layer system with 384 intermediate strength bonding and impact 
at the large width layer) (b) 2LHHSP5083-LTI (with 5083 weak bonding). 
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Figure 12. Crack propagation and arrest at a two-layer specimen with 5083 weak 
bonding. The central black line is the camera streak reference line. The upper 
horizontal line is the only interface. 
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Figure 13. Post-mortem failure patterns of three bi-Iayer specimens with different 
interfacial bonding strengths subjected to the same impact speed of V=21 mis, (a) 









Figure 14. A group of cracks initiated and propagated in a bi-Iayer Homalite specimen 
(2Ihhsp384-stl) with intermediate strength bonding. The lower thin line is the bonded 
interface. The upper horizontal line is a camera streak line. 
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Figure 15. Failure patterns of the three-layer specimens with different bonding and 
impact sides. (a) 3LHHSP330384-3302 (b) 3LHHSP330583-3301 (c) 3LHHSP330384-
384l. Notice specimens (a) and (c) are identical cases except for the different impact 
sides. 
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Figure 16. Failure process of specimen 3LHHSP450384-3302. (The lower and upper thin 
lines are intermediate and strong interfaces.) 
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Figure 17. Intra-layer cracks hit the interface with different angles (specimen 
3LHHSP330384-3841). The crack with a large incident angle penetrated the interface 
while the crack with a small incident angle deflected at the interface. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of final pattern of the three-layer specimens with 5083 bonding 
with the same impact speed of 21m/s. (a) 3LHHSP384583-3841 (b) 3LHHSP330583-
5831 (c) 3LHHSP384583-5831 
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Figure 19. Effect of the impact speed to failure patterns of the three-layer specimens 
featuring two weak but ductile adhesive bonds. 
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Figure 20. Impact damage progress and wave propagation in a three-layer specimen 
featuring two 5083 weakly bonded interfaces (3LHHSP583-2). 
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Chapter IV 
Dynamic Crack Deflection and Penetration at Interfaces 
in Homogeneous Materials: 
Experimental Studies and Model Predictions 
Abstract 
We examme the deflection/penetration behavior of dynamic mode-I cracks 
propagating at various speeds towards inclined weak planeslinterfaces of vanous 
strengths in otherwise homogenous isotropic plates. A dynamic wedge-loading 
mechanism is used to control the incoming crack speeds, and high-speed photography 
and dynamic photoelasticity are used to observe, in real-time, the failure mode transition 
mechanism at the interfaces. Simple dynamic fracture mechanics concepts used in 
conjunction with a postulated energy criterion are applied to examine the crack 
deflection/penetration behavior and, for the case of interfacial deflection, to predict the 
crack tip speed of the deflected crack. It is found that if the interfacial angle and strength 
are such as to trap an incident dynamic mode-I crack within the interface, a failure mode 
transition occurs. This transition is characterized by a distinct, observable and predicted 
speed jump as well as a dramatic crack speed increase as the crack transitions from a 
purely mode-I crack to an unstable mixed-mode interfacial crack. 
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IV -1. Introduction 
When cracks propagate in homogenous, brittle solids, they can only do so under 
locally mode-I conditions and at sub-Rayleigh wave speeds typically below the crack 
branching speed (Freund, 1990; Broberg, 1999). Indeed, even if the applied far-field 
loading is asymmetric, the dynamically growing crack will curve and follow the path that 
will result to locally opening (mode-I) conditions at its tip making mix-mode and pure 
mode-II crack growth in homogeneous materials a physical impossibility. In addition. as 
the crack accelerates, under increasing far-field loading, it reaches a critical speed beyond 
which it becomes energetically more favorable to propagate with multiple, branched 
crack tips rather than as a single entity. This is called the branching speed which for a 
material like Homalite-lOO, is approximately equal to O. 35 Cs. 
The situation is entirely different if a crack is constrained to propagate along a 
weak preferable path in an otherwise homogenous solid. In this case and depending on 
the bond strength, the weak crack path or bond often traps the crack, suppresses any 
tendency of branching or kinking out of the weak plane and permits very fast crack 
growth much beyond the speeds observable in monolithic solids (Rosakis et aI.. 19(9). 
Indeed, when mode-I cracks propagate in both isotropic and orthotropic solids containing 
weak crack paths (Washabough and Knauss, 1994; Coker and Rosakis, 1999), they can 
reach speeds as high as the Rayleigh wave speed of the solid. On the other hand, when 
mode-II cracks are made to propagate along such weak cracks, they tend to go even faster 
with speeds that are clearly within the intersonic regime of the solid (Rosakis et a\.. 1999: 
Gao et aI., 2000; Geubelle and Kubair, 200 1; Coker and Rosakis, 200 1 ). 
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Although the extreme mode-I and mode-II cases have recently been studied 
experimentally and theoretically, very little is known about the dynamic mixed-mode 
crack growth along weak paths, a situation that has only recently been analyzed by 
Geubelle and Kubair (2001) and about the transition of an incident dynamic mode-I crack 
into a mixed-mode crack as it encounters a weak plane or interface. In the present work. 
we examine the incidence of dynamically growing cracks at inclined interfaces of various 
strengths. Our first goal is to observe this phenomenon experimentally and to establish 
and validate a dynamic deflection/penetration criterion. We then concentrate on the 
deflection behavior and examine mixed-mode crack growth along an interface. 
It should be noted that stack deflection/penetration behavior at an interface has 
been the subject of numerous research efforts in the past years and that many significant 
results for various kinds of materials have been obtained (Cook and Gordon. 1964: He 
and Hutchinson, 1989a; Gupta et al., 1992; Evans and Zok, 1994; Martinez and Gupta. 
1994; Ahn et al., 1998; Leguillon et al., 2000; Qin and Zhang, 2000). For quasi-statically 
growing cracks, the fracture toughness ratio of the interface and the matrix material has 
been identified as the most important parameter governing the crack deflection 
/penetration phenomenon and has formed the basis of a highly successful crack 
deflection/penetration criterion (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992). To authors' knowledge and 
with very few notable exceptions (Siegmund et al., 1997), the equivalent dynamic 
problem has remained unexplored. In this paper we deal only with an important subset or 
this problem. In particular, we consider weakly bonded systems composed of identical 
constituents solids so that the resulting material remains constitutively homogenous. 
However, the existence of a weak bond (bond of lower fracture toughness) makes this 
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material inhomogeneous regarding its fracture resistance behavior. By doing so we avoid 
the complication of the material property and wave speed mismatch across the interface 
while retaining the essential properties of a weak path or bond whose strength can be 
experimentally varied and analytically modeled. 
Motivation for studying this basic problem comes from our recent experimental 
observations of dynamic failure mechanisms in bonded Homalite layers subjected to 
projectile impact (Xu and Rosakis, 2001a). A visual example of the interaction of a fan of 
dynamically moving mode-I branches incident on a weak interface is shown in Figure I 
(Dynamic equivalent of the Cook-Gordon mechanism). The horizontal line in this picture 
represents an interface between two weakly bonded Homalite layers. As the subsonic 
mode-I cracks approach the interface, one central shear-dominated interfacial crack is 
nucleated and propagates along the bond at intersonic speeds providing an illustrative 
example of failure mode transition. This nucleation and growth of a symmetrically 
growing intersonic shear crack along a straight-line path is extensively discussed in the 
book by Broberg (1999). Figure 1 is the direct evidence that such cracks exist and may be 
nucleated through remote interaction of incoming mode-I cracks with weak interfaces. 
Another example of the interaction between mode-I crack growth and an interface is 
given in the post-mortem picture of Figure 2. Here two mode-I branches are incident on 
to the same vertical interface at approximately the same speed. The two cracks meet the 
interface at two different incident angles (angle between the crack path and the interface). 
As evident form the picture, the crack that meets the interface at 78 degrees penetrates the 
interface while the other one is trapped by it (incident angle is 50 degrees). Another 
motivation comes from the question of dynamic crack propagation in brittle 
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heterogeneous solids (composed of large grams bonded together by weak grall1 
boundaries). Examples of such solids include marble (Rosakis, 2000) or certain classes of 
high explosives (Dienes, 1996). Figure 3 shows a dynamic crack propagating towards a 
grain boundary which it may penetrate or follow depending on the incident crack speed. 
incident crack angle as well as the relative toughnesses between the grain and the grain 
boundary. 
IV -2. Experimental procedures 
IV -2.1 Materials and specimens 
Similar to previous dynamic experiments (Rosakis et aI., 1998), Homalite-IOO 
was selected as our model photoelastic materials. Within the range of possible 
photoelastic materials, Homalite-lOO was chosen because its dynamic facture behavior 
has been documented widely in the literature. Indeed the variation of dynamic fracturc 
toughness of monolithic Homalite with crack speed has been studied in the early years of 
the dynamic fracture discipline (Dally, 1979; Fourney et aI., 1983; Kalthoff, 1983). 
These results are used in relation to the analytical model described in section 4. Some of 
the physical properties of Homalite-l 00 are listed in Table l. The quasi-static values were 
obtained from the literature while the dynamic values were measured by the authors (Xu 
and Rosakis, 2001a). 
A novel wedge-loaded plate specimen was designed to produce a single. straight 
dynamic crack propagating towards the weakly bonded, inclined interface as shown in 
Figure 4. The wedge is inserted into a pre-notch and when it is impacted by a projectile. 
the wedge opens the notch faces producing a single mode-I crack which is driven towards 
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the inclined interface. The initial crack tip speed is related to the impact speed of thc 
projectile. The advantage of this type of dynamic loading is the generation of a negative 
T-stress which enhances crack path stability and retards branching as the crack tip speed 
reaches certain levels (Cotterell and Rice, 1980). Wedge-loaded specimens of variolls 
types have been used extensively in previous static and dynamic fracture experiments 
(Hahn et aI., 1980; Thouless, 1992; Guduru et aI., 2001). 
The specimen's sizes were large enough such that the major stress waves reflected 
from free boundaries entered the field of view, 20 !ls after the incident crack reached the 
interface. After numerous preliminary tests, the in-plane specimen size was fixed to he 
457 mm long, 254 mm wide and the plate thickness was 9.5 mm. Inclined interfaces were 
cut and covered several characteristic interfacial angles. These angles were 10, 30.45. 60 
and 90 degrees. To provide different interfacial strengths and fracture tOllghnesses. two 
kinds of adhesives, Weldon-lO and Loctite 384, were used to bond the interfaces and to 
create weak interfaces of toughness less than that of monolithic Homalite. The interfacial 
bond strengths and the fracture toughnesses were measured by the authors and are listcd 
in Table 2 (Xu and Rosakis, 200 1 b). The Weldon-lO adhesive is considered to he a 
"strong" adhesive. The Loctite 384 formed a "weak" bond. The average thickness of all 
adhesive layers was less than 20 !lm. 
IV -2.2 Experimental setup 
A schematic of the dynamic photoelasticity setup used in this study is given in 
Figure 5. Two sheets of circular polarizer were placed on either side of the specimen. The 
coherent, monochromatic, plane polarized laser output is collimated to a beam of 100 ml11 
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in diameter. The laser beam is transmitted through the speCImen. The resulting fringe 
pattern is recorded by the high-speed camera. A Cordin model 330A rotating mirror type 
high-speed film camera is used to record the images. During the impact test, a projectile 
was fired by the gas gun and impacted the loading wedge to trigger the recording system 
and to dynamically initiate the mode-I incident crack. Details of experiments were 
reported by Xu and Rosakis (2001a). Under the dynamic deformation, the generation of 
isochromatic fringe patterns is governed by the stress optic law. For the case of 
monochromatic light, the isochromatic fringe patterns observed are proportional to 
contours of constant maximum in-plane shear stress, f max = (0'1 - 0'2) / 2. 
IV -3. Experimental observations 
In order to systematically study effects of interfacial angles, bond strengths and 
impact speeds on the dynamic crack penetration/deflection behavior at interfaces. a 
baseline impact speed of 19-20 mls was chosen in order to produce a single mode- I crack 
without inducing crack branching at the pre-notch. Then, for the same interfacial 
bonding, different interfacial angles were tested. 
IV -3.1 Crack deflection/penetration at a weak interface 
Figure 6 shows a series of dynamic photoelasticity images of the crack del1ection 
process at a weak interface whose interfacial angle is 10 degrees. The impact speed was 
27 mls. The vertical line appearing in every image is the camera streak line, which is used 
for positioning and reference purposes. Another almost horizontal thin line reveals the 
position of the interface. The dark circular spot, at the center and just above the interface. 
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is a scaling mark of 6.35 mm in diameter. Around 8 Ils after impact, fringc patterns 
associated with the stress wave loading, induced by projectile impact, are clearly seen at 
the notch tip (Figure 6 (b)). Generally, the whole recording system has a delay and a 
timing error of lOlls. In Figure 6 (c), a mode-I crack is seen propagating towards the 
inclined interface at high speed. The incident mode-I crack reached the interface at 
around 110 Ils after impact. Then it transitions into a mixed-mode interfacial crack as 
seen in Figures 6 (e) and (f). The small asymmetry in the fringe patterns of the interfacial 
crack reveals the existence of a small mode mixity. The crack length versus time record 
is shown in Figure 7. The noticeable change of slops at around 120 Ils indicates a 
significant increase of the cracks tip speed after the crack deflection. The average speed 
of the incoming crack is approximately 407 mls. After crack defection at the interface. 
the average interfacial crack speed is approximately 988 mls. 
In the experiment described above, an impact speed of 27 mls was employed and 
strong fringe patterns during the crack deflection process were observed. In the next 
experiment, a relatively lower impact of 19-20 mls was intentionally chosen to reduce the 
spurious stress waves caused by projectile impact. Figure 8 shows the crack deflection 
process at a weak interface whose interfacial angle is 30 degrees. In Figure 8 (b). a 
dynamically propagating mode-I crack (surrounded by symmetric fringe patterns) is seen 
to propagate towards the interface. Around 164 Ils after impact, we notice that the crack 
tip fringe pattern has already started to lose some of its symmetry. Around 170 Ils (Figure 
6 (d)), this mode-I incident crack has already transited into a mixed-mode crack at the 
interface whose fringe pattern at the crack tip was clearly asymmetric with respect to its 
propagation direction. In fact, a close look at this pattern reveals that its line of symmetry 
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is still parallel to the horizontal line although the crack propagates along the inclined 
weak interface. Also, the caustic (or shadow spot surrounding the crack tip) size at the 
crack tip was significantly reduced in comparison to the caustic sizes in Figures 8 (b) and 
(c). As the interfacial crack quickly moved out of the field of view, the horizontal crack 
faces of the original mode-I crack are seen to experience clear frictional contact as 
evident from the Figure 8 (f). 
The abruptness of the transition behavior between a mode-I incident crack and a 
mixed-mode interfacial crack can be graphically witnessed by the impressive jump in 
crack speed across the interface. Figure 9 (a) shows the total crack length history as the 
incident mode-I crack develops and transitions into a mixed-mode interfacial crack. The 
interfacial crack length used in Figure 9 (a) is defined as the total instantaneous ark 
length measured along the no-uniform crack path. Differentiation of the crack length 
record furnishes the tangential crack tip speed before and after crack deflection. Since the 
differentiation process is based on a three-point-fitting of the crack length history. the 
exact crack speed at the interface could not be obtained. Before deflection, the crack tip 
speed is approximately 400 mis, which is a speed very close to the branching speed of 
Homalite-lOO. After crack deflection, the speed jumped by as much as 800-1000 m/s and 
then decreased as it propagated further along the interface. 
The next experiment was conducted at an interfacial angle of 45 degrees. The 
incident crack reached the interface around 150 /-ls after impact as seen in Figure 10 (c). 
It is observed that the symmetric fringe pattern disappeared as soon as the crack deflected 
into the interface (see Figures 10 (c) and (d)). The shape of the fringe pattern of Figure 10 
(e) suggests that this interfacial crack is shear-dominated at the latter propagation stage. It 
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is interesting to observe that after this shear-dominated crack propagated some distance 
along the interface, some secondary cracks formed at one side of the interface. These 
secondary cracks are locally mode-I and form on the tension side of the sheared 
bimaterial interface. They form after the dominant crack has propagated along the 
interface and thus after the interface has already failed in shear. These types of secondary 
cracks that are a by-product of shear crack growth along interfaces have already heen 
observed experimentally (Rosakis, et al., 2000; Xu and Rosakis, 2001 a) and are always 
associated with dynamic shear-dominated crack growth along weak interfaces. Figure I I 
presents the crack length and crack speed history. Similar to previous cases, a significant 
slope change of the crack length versus time record across the interface is seen in Figure 
11 (a). This is verified by the crack speed jump which is obvious in Figure 11 (h) and is 
clearly due to the transition of the mode-I incident crack to a mixed-mode interfacial 
crack. 
As the interfacial angle is changed to 60 degrees, the dynamic crack deflection 
behavior is slightly altered. As shown in Figure 12, the incident mode-I crack approached 
the interface at about 150 Ils after impact and transitioned into a mixed-mode interfacial 
crack. At around 177 Ils, this mixed-mode interfacial crack kinked into the right side of 
the interface. A significant caustic (or shadow spot) is seen in Figure 12 (e) to show the 
mode-I nature of the kinked crack. The speed of the kinked crack, which moved into the 
homogeneous Homalite part, was high enough to induce multiple branches which arc 
visible in Figure 12 (f). The whole process is reflected in the crack speed record which is 
shown in Figure 13. First, we notice the crack speed jump across the interface at ahout 
150 Ils. Obviously, the initial interfacial crack speed of 700 m/s is much higher than the 
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incident crack speed which is about 400 mls. However, the interfacial crack speed 
reduced to 350 mls soon after the interfacial crack kinked into the right side of monolithic 
Homalite. The experiment also suggests that just before the crack kinking, there was a 
brief crack speed reduction characteristically seen in several failure mode transition 
experiments (Xu and Rosakis, 200lc). 
The above results clearly elucidate the role of interface inclination on the nature 
of failure mode transition. In the following section, we will concentrate on the role of the 
interfacial strength on the same phenomenon. We also expect that interfacial bond 
strengths are essential to the determination of the dynamic crack deflection/penetration 
behavior (Needleman and Rosakis, 1999). 
IV -3.2 Crack deflection/penetration at a strong interface 
In the set of experiments described in this section, we examine interfaces inclined 
at exactly the same angles as in section 3.1 and incident mode-I cracks propagating with 
speeds that are nominally the same as before. The only difference is in the interfacial 
bond strength, which is higher than in the previous case. 
Figure 14 shows a series of photoelasticity snap shots following impact of a 
specimen featuring a strong interfacial bond and an interfacial angle of 10 degrees. Figure 
14 (b) shows a dynamically propagating mode-I crack (symmetric fringe patterns) 
approaching the interface at approximately 113 Ils after impact. Around 133 Ils after 
impact, the mode-I incident crack has just reached the interface as shown in Figure 14 
(c). We notice that, at this moment, the crack tip fringes still had a symmetric pattern. At 
150 Ils, this mode-I crack transitioned into a mixed-mode crack at the interface in a 
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manner very similar to the case described in the previous section (See Figure 6 (d)). The 
transition behavior between the mode-I incident crack and the mixed-mode interfacial 
crack is clearly evident in the crack length and the crack speed records (see Figure 15 
(a)). The instantaneous jump in crack tip speed is again evident. 
Figure 16 shows the dynamic crack deflection at a strong interface whose 
interfacial angle is 30 degrees. Around 150 /ls after impact, the incident crack approached 
the interface. Later on, it induced an deflected interfacial crack which propagated along 
the interface only. The crack length and speed records are shown in Figure 17 and they 
are qualitatively similar to the previous cases. The amplitude of the crack speed jump is 
approximately 550 mls as opposed to 150 mls of the previous case. 
The last case considered in this section (see Figure 18) is the one involving an 
interfacial angle of 60 degrees. In this case, the interfacial crack kinked only slightly orr 
its original path and then accelerated again in to the right side of the interface reaching 
branching conditions at 235 /ls after impact. (See Figure 18 (f).) The experiment 
suggests that for this "strong" interface, the interfacial angle of 60 degrees is very close to 
the critical angle above which a crack penetration of this interface is possible. Figure 18 
should be compared to Figure 12 where a weaker interface (also at 60 degrees) was tested 
under nominally the same conditions. The differences between the deflection/penetration 
behavior of Figure 12 (f) and 18 (f) are evident. 
IV -4. A model for dynamic crack deflection/penetration 
Figure 19 shows a schematic diagram describing the geometry relevant to the 
dynamic crack deflection/kinking problem. Two identical homogeneous and isotropic 
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elastic solids are bonded along an interface indicated here by the dashed line. The 
Young's and shear moduli, Poisson's ratio and mass density are denoted by E,)1, 1) and p 
respectively. Before reaching the interface, a dynamic mode-I crack propagates within 
the homogenous solid towards the inclined interface (Figure 19 (a)). The angle between 
the crack plane and the interface is denoted by ~. The critical question to be addressed is 
whether this mode-I crack will continue to propagate on the original crack plane (X2=()) 
after encountering the interface (Figure 19 (a)), or it will kink out to propagate along the 
interface and become a mixed-mode interfacial crack (Figure 19 (b)). It is anticipated that 
the former (continuous crack propagation along the original crack plane) and the latter 
(crack deflection) modes occur for strong and weak interfaces, respectively. 
IV -4.1 Static crack kinking/deflection analysis 
He and Hutchinson (l989a,b) studied the competition between the two fracturc 
modes of continuous crack propagation on the crack plane and crack kinking along a 
bimaterial interface subjected to remote static loading. An extensive discussion of this 
phenomenon was described by Hutchinson and Suo (1992). Once the two constituents 
have identical elastic properties (as in the present constitutively homogenous matcrial 
system), the analysis becomes very simple, as described in the following. 
For a mode-I crack subjected to a remote static stress intensity factor. K;. 
continuous crack propagation within the crack plane occurs when the mode-I static crack 
energy release rate, G;, reaches the fracture toughness rPcA of the matrix material. i. c .. 
G S I (I) 
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On the other hand, the crack will deflect/kink at the interface when the static energy 
release rate of the kinked/deflected crack tip, G 1k , reaches or exceeds the fracture 
toughness of the interface, rIT, i.e., 
c 
G sk = I-v
2 
[(Kr)2 +(K;;)2]= r/T 
E 
(2) 
where Kr, K;t are static mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors for the deflected 
(kinked) mixed-mode crack, and they are related to the remote mode-I stress intensity 
factors before crack deflection at the interfaces as a function of the kinking angle ~ 
(interfacial angle) (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992; Anderson, 1995): 
sk Ks3 /3 I 3/3 K/ = I (-cos-+-cos-) 
4 2 4 2 
K 'k K' 1 . /3 1. 3/3 1/ = I (-sm-+-sm-) 
4 2 4 2 
(3) 
From the ratio of equations (2) and (1), the critical conditions governmg these two 
fracture modes are as follows: 
(4a) 
for the continuous crack propagation (crack penetration) along the original crack plane 
and 
C sk rIT __ >_c_ (4h) 
- MA Cf rIc 
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for crack deflectionlkinking at the interface. It is observed that from equations (I )-(3). the 
ratio of two energy release rates depends only on the kinking (interfacial) angle and not 
on the value of the stress intensity factor or material properties. 
G sk 1 [ f3 3 f3 f3 3 f3 ] -=- (3cos-+COS-)2 +(sin-+sin-)2 
G S 16 2 2 2 2 I 
(5) 
It is pointed out that the above expression for the energy release rate ratio holds for both 
plane strain and plane stress analyses. 
IV -4.2 Dynamic crack propagation in the crack plane 
Let VI denote the crack tip speed prior to reaching the interface. The dynamic 
energy release rate around the mode-I, plane strain crack tip is given by (e.g., Freund. 
1990; Broberg, 1999) 
(6) 
where K;' is the dynamic stress intensity factor of the incident mode-I crack. AI is a 
universal function of crack tip speed VI, given by 
(7) 
where 











and Cs and Cd are the shear wave speed and dilatational wave speeds of the matrix 
material. Under certain circumstances, the dynamic crack stress intensity factor K;I can 
be related to its static counterpart K}' through a "universal function of crack tip speed." 
kieV) (Freund, 1990) 
(9) 
where the universal function of crack tip speed depends on the material properties 
through the elastic wave speeds, but it is independent of the loading on the body: 
( 10) 
where CR is the Rayleigh wave speed of the material. For most practical purposes, 
St( 1/v) z 1. The crack will continue to propagate in the crack plane if the dynamic energy 
release rate of the mode-I incident crack reaches the corresponding dynamic fracture 
toughness r;~A (VI) of the matrix materials, i.e., 
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(11 ) 
where equations (6) and (9) have been used. 
IV -4.3 Dynamic crack deflectionlkinking along the interface 
As shown in Figure 19 (b), let V2 denote the speed of the deflected crack tip at the 
instant right after deflection, and let K;k, K;~k be dynamic mode-I and mode-II stress 
intensity factors for the deflected (kinked) mixed-mode crack. We will assume that the 
universal relation (equation 9) between the dynamic and static stress intensity factors also 
holds for the deflected crack tip, i.e., 
K dk k ( )K sk I = I v2 I (12 ) 
K dk k ( )K sk II = II v2 II 
where the static stress intensity factors around the deflected crack tip are given III 
equation (3). In the above, k, is the same universal function in equation 10 for mode-l 
dynamic crack propagation (though it is a function of the speed of the deflected crack). kif 
is the universal function for mode-II dynamic crack propagation and is the same as kJ in 
equation 10 except that the dilatational wave speed Cd is replaced by the shear wave 
speed Cs (Freund, 1990), i.e., 
k ( )
= I-vieR 
II v - ~ I-vic, 
(13 ) 
The dynamic energy release rate around the deflected crack tip is then related to the 
corresponding dynamic crack tip stress intensity factors by 
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( I",),) 
where AIl is given by (e.g., Freund, 1990) 
2 
A ( ) v a, 
Il v = (l-v)c;D(v) ( 15) 
The crack will deflect at the interface if the dynamic energy release rate around the 
deflected crack tip reaches or exceeds the corresponding fracture toughness of the 
interface, i.e., 
IV -4.4 Critical condition for dynamic crack deflection at the interface 
Similar to the static case, we may use the ratio of dynamic crack energy release 
rates in equations (11) and (16) to determine the critical condition for dynamic crack 
deflection at the interface. The advantage of using the ratio of equations (16) to (II) is 
that the remote stress intensity does not come into play and as a result the resulting 
criterion for dynamic crack deflection depends only on the interfacial angle ~, the crack 
tip speeds VI and V2, and the shear and longitudinal wave speeds Cs and Cd. Using 
equations (7) and (1) for AI and AIl respectively and the relation (3) between the static 
stress intensity factors, we have determined the ratio of two energy release rates for the 
deflected (kinked) interfacial crack and the incident mode-I crack: 
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G d (/3, V 2 ) 
Gf (VI) 
2 ,/3 3/3 2 2 " /3 " 3/3 2 A[ (v 2 )k[ (v2 )(3cos2 + COS 2 ) + All (v 2 )kll (V 2 )(SIn 2 + SIn 2) 
16A[ (VI )ki (VI) 
( 17) 
It should be pointed out that, similar to its counterpart (5) for the static case, the ahove 
ratio holds for both plane strain and plane stress analyses. From equations (16) and (II). 
the crack deflection criterion can be stated as follows: 
( 18) 
It should be noted at this point that, for fixed ~ and VI, the ratio in the left side of equation 
(18) vanishes for V2=CR and is maximized for V2=O. This is evident from Figure 20 where 
this ratio is plotted as a function of V2 for various interfacial angles ~. Simple inspection 
of equation (17) shows that this behavior is a consequence of the speed dependence or 
universal functions kieV) and kll(v) which vanish at v=CR. The behavior of this ratio 
necessitates that the above deflection criterion is reduced to 
( 19) 
If the criterion is indeed satisfied and the crack deflects into the interface. its speed V2 
will be such that relation (18) holds as a pure equality. Then 
G
d 
(/3, v2 ) r/T (v2 ) (20) 
G; (VI) r[~A(VI) 
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and the above equation will provide an expression for V2, as a function of the incident 
crack tip speed VI, and the ratio of interfacial to matrix toughnesses (right-hand side of 
equation 20). The toughness ratio will itself, in general, be a function of the crack tip 
speeds VI and V2. Indeed, r::JA (VI) is the dynamic fracture toughness of the matrix 
material (Homalite-l00 in this experiment), which is a function of crack speeds that has 
been measured in experiments by Kobayashi and Mall (1978) and Dally (1979). In 
nominally brittle homogenous materials such as Homalite-l00, PMMA and Glass. the 
functional form r/~A(VI) is typically monotonically increasing from a quasi-static crack 
growth value to much larger levels achieved just before the branching speed is reached 
(Rosakis and Ravichandran, 2000). Indeed, as a crack increases its speed, it starts 
generating local micro-kinks, or abortive branches, whose number drastically multiplies 
just before final branching occurs. By doing so, the total energy spent in crack growth 
(toughness) increases drastically (Ravi-chandar and Knauss, 1984; Sharon and Finenberg. 
1999), accounting for the observed drastic increase of toughness with speeds close to 0.3-
0.4 Cs. In the presence of weak paths, bonds or interfaces, the situation is often very 
different. The weak path suppresses any off-plane microbranches that might develop as a 
mode-I crack accelerates along its length (Lee and Knauss, 1989; Washabaugh and 
Knauss, 1994). This effect deactivates the mechanism of fracture toughness increase with 
speeds, described above for purely homogeneous monolithic solids, and allows a crack to 
reach speeds as high as the Rayleigh wave speed of the surrounding bulk solids without 
any increase in fracture toughness (Washabaugh and Knauss, 1994; Coker and Rosakis. 
2001). Weak fracture paths and bonds can also trap mixed-mode or mode-II propagating 
cracks. Indeed depending on the detailed bond characteristics, mixed-mode cracks can 
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often become very fast and may (unlike their mode-I equivalent) become intersonic as 
shown in a series of recent studies (Lambors and Rosakis, 1994; Rosakis et a1., 1999: 
Coker and Rosakis, 2001). Consistent with the above discussion, we will assume in this 
work that the interfacial fracture toughness is independent of the crack speed and of the 
mode mixity. We believe this second assumption to be a good assumption for most 
mixity levels especially because the materials to the right and left of the bonds are 
identical (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992). Following these assumptions, equation (20) which 
determines the interfacial crack tip speed V2 as a function of the speed VI of the incident 
mode-I crack is 
(21 ) 
IV -5. Results and discussions 
IV -5.1 Deflection vs. penetration 
To determine whether an incident crack will penetrate an interface. thc 
normalized energy release rate, which is the left-hand side of equation (19), is plotted as a 
function of angle ~, at the particular speed of incidence VI. Examples of such plots arc 
seen in Figures 21 and 22. The right-hand side of this equation is then estimated from 
experimental measurements of the fracture toughness of the bond and the bulk Homalite 
at crack growth speed VI. The data for the variation of dynamic fracture toughness with 
speeds were reported by Fourney et al. (1983), Kalthoff (1983), Kobayashi and Mall 
(1978). 
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We first start by applying this methodology to the experiments briefly discussed 
in Figure 2 (Xu and Rosakis, 2001a). In this case, the bond involved in a polyester 
adhesive and its fracture toughness is 0.56 MPa.,r,;; (Xu and Rosakis, 2001 a). The 
incident crack speed was about 300 mls. The fracture toughness of Homalite at this crack 
speed is 0.6 MPa .,r,;;, making the ratio rL~T / r:;:A in the right-hand side of equation ( 19) 
equal to 0.87. Figure 21 displays a graphic representation of the inequality (19). Indeed. 
according to the criterion, deflection into the interface will take place at O<~< 59() while 
the interface will be penetrated for 59°<~< 90°. It should be noted here that both cases 
displayed in Figure 2 are consistent with this prediction. 
For the inclined interface experiments presented here in Chapter 3, the incident 
crack speed varied between 350 to 450 mls (0.252-0.377 Cs) and the corresponding 
dynamic fracture toughness of Homalite-l00 varied from 0.75 to 1.4 MPa respectively. 
Recognizing a certain level of uncertainty in the experimental measurement of crack tip 
speeds and toughness (both bond and Homalite), average values of these parameters 
were taken. 
Figure 22 (a) and (b) describe the predicted crack deflection/penetration regimes 
for the two types of bonds described in Table 2 and used in the experiments presented in 
section 3. It should be noted here that for the case of a weak bond (Loctite-384 adhesive). 
there is no intersection of the horizontal line (toughness ratio) with the left-hand side of 
equation (19) at speeds VI such that 0.252 < VI < 0.377 Cs. This means that the crack will 
always deflect into the interface as is the case in Figures 6, 8, 10 and 12. For a higher 
bond strength case (Weldon-l 0 adhesive), the crack will deflect into the interface for all 
~< 68° and will penetrate the interface for all 68°<~< 90°. This is consistent with the 
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result of Figures 14, 16 and 18. Indeed, for interface angles 10 and 30 degrees, the crack 
is clearly deflected. On the other hand for interfacial angle of 60 degrees (see Figure 18). 
the crack kinked slightly but very soon penetrated the interface suffering only a small 
temporary deflection. This is consistent with the fact that, within experimental error. 60" 
is very close to the end of crack deflection zone. It should be noted at this point that the 
horizontal levels of toughness ratio are represented in Figure 22 as bands to reflect 
maximum uncertainties in incident crack tip speeds Vj. 
IV -5.2 Predictions of the interfacial crack speeds 
For a certain speed of the incident mode-I crack and if the interfacial angle and 
the bond strength are such that the criterion of equation (19) predicts crack deflection at 
the interface, then the interfacial crack speed can be predicted by equation (20). This 
procedure is graphically illustrated in Figure 23 (a). This Figure shows the variation of 
the normalized energy release as a function of interfacial angle for a fixed incident crack 
speed Vj=O.4 Cs. This ratio depends on V2 parametrically. The figure also displays the 
normalized material resistance level for this specific Vj as a dotted line. For the specific 
interfacial angle under consideration, a vertical line is drawn to interest the dotted line at 
a point A. The speed v2=k Vj is then adjusted in such a way as to have the normalized 
energy release curve pass through point A thus satisfying the criterion of equation (20). 
For reference, the curve corresponding to V2=0 is also shown. Applying this procedure to 
the two interface cases discussed in section 3, we can display the variation of the ratio 
V2/V1 as a function of interfacial angle (see Figure 23 (b». As expected. the weak 
interface features higher deflection speeds. Also as the interfacial angle increases. the 
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speed ratio drops in both cases. In particular, for the strong interface case, it drops to zero 
at an interfacial angle of P=68° beyond which penetration will occur. Table 3 compares 
these analytical predictions to the observations of interfacial crack tip speeds observed in 
the experiments described in section 3. Given the errors in accurate speed estimation just 
before and after deflection (about ± 100 m/s), the agreement is very good. 
IV -5.3 Alternative mechanisms of failure mode transition at interfaces 
In all cases described above, the incident mode-I crack reached the interface. and 
within our observation resolution, deflected along it or penetrated through it without 
nucleating interfacial decohesion at a distance. In Figure 24, we show an alternative way 
of producing failure mode transition which does not fit within our previous discussions 
but has conceptual similarities. Here a faster incident crack (crack speed is about 450 
m/s) races towards a weak interface (Loctite 384 bond) inclined at an angle of 30 degrees 
to the horizontal. Before the mode-I crack reached the interface (Figure 24 (c)). a central 
debonding nucleated at the weak interface and started to propagate downwards first and 
then upwards along the interface. The two crack tips of this debonding clearly had two 
different speeds as evident from Figures 24 (e) and (f). This phenomenon was ohserved 
mainly for specimens featuring weak interfaces and high incident crack speeds (or high 
stress intensity factor of the incident crack tip) in some of our experiments. It is very 
reminiscent of the observations displayed in Figure 1 and discussed in connection to the 
dynamic "Cook-Gordon mechanism." The static equivalent of this phenomenon was 
recently analyzed by Arata et aI., (2000) and Leguillon et aI., (2000) and merits additional 
attention in the future. 
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Table 1. Material properties of Homalite -100 
~---
~ Homalitc 100 
I Property 
1 Dynamic 1 Static 
I 
I I (Strain rate - I (Strain rate 
1O-3/s ) . 103/s ) 
I 
I I 
I Density p (kg/m3) 
I 
1230 1230 
Young's modulus (GPa) I 3.45 
I Dilatational wave speed 1890 
1
2119 
. c, (rn/s) (plane stress) 
I Shear wave speed Cs (rn/s) 1080 1208 
1
1010 I Rayleigh wave speed CR (rn/s) 1110 














Table 2. Interfacial strengths and mode-I fracture toughnesses of different bonds 
Interface Tensile strength Shear strength Fracture toughness 
ac (MPa) 'tc (MPa) 
, 1/" , K1C (MPa"'m -) ric (j/m-) 
Homalite//W eldon-l 011 7.74 >21.65 0.83 199.7 
Homalite (strong) 
Homalitellpolyester/I >23.26 0.56 90.9 
Homalite 
---
Homalitel138411 Homalite 6.75 7.47 0.38 41.9 
(weak) 
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Table 3. Comparison of predicted and measured interfacial crack speeds 
Strong interface Weak interface 
Predicted Experimental Predicted Experimental 
Angles (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) 
(degrees) 
10 576 534 
30 559 766 944 1100/920 
45 928 800 
60 896 700 
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Figure 1. Experimental evidence of the dynamic equivalent of the 
"Cook-Gordon mechanism." A fan of mode-I cracks is incident on a 
horizontal interface inducing intersonic debonding before these mode-l 
cracks reach the interface (Xu and Rosakis, 2001a). 
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Interface 
780 Crack penetration 
500 
Crack deflection 
Figure 2. Experimental observations of the dynamic crack 
deflection/penetration at an interface. The incident cracks 
traveled at 300 mls. If the angle between the crack path and 
the interface is small, the dynamic crack cannot penetrate the 
interface and only causes interface debonding (Xu and 
Rosakis,2001a). 
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Figure 6. Crack deflection process at a weak interface (interfacial angle 1 0 degrees) 
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Figure 7. Crack length history before and after crack deflection at a 
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Figure 9. Crack length history (a) and crack speed history (b) 
before and after crack deflection at a weak interface 
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Figure 11. Crack length history (a) and crack speed history 
(b) before and after crack deflection at a weak interface 
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Figure 13. Crack length history (a) and crack speed history (b) 
before and after crack deflection at a weak interface (interfacial 
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Figure 15. Crack length history (a) and crack speed history 
(b) before and after crack deflection at a strong interface 
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Figure 17. Crack length history (a) and crack speed history (b) 
before and after crack deflection at a strong interface (interfacial 
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Figure 18. Crack deflection and subsequent penetration at a strong interface (interfacial 



























Figure 19. Schematic diagram showing a mode-I crack arriving (a) 
and subsequently deflecting at a weak interface between two identical 
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Figure 20. The energy release rate (driving force) for a 
deflected crack of speed V2 normalized with the energy 
release rate of the incident mode-I crack (speed v,=OA Cs) 
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Figure 2l. Prediction of the dynamic crack deflection Ipenetration regimes 
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Figure 22. Prediction of dynamic crack deflection and penetration 
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Figure 23. Methodology for predicting interfacial crack speed 
following deflection (a) and effect of the interfacial fracture toughness 
on deflected interfacial crack speeds for the case of incident crack 
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Figure 24. Remotely induced dynamic interfacial decohesion due to an 
approaching mode-f crack at a weak interface (interfacial angle 30 degrees) 
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